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LOBBY HEARING

MURDERER
OF POLICEMAN
IS CAPTURED

FE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, JUNE 26, 1913.

VILLA HAS NOT S.

BURKHART

S.

U

AGAIN ON

ARRIVED AT

JOB

JUAREZ

"RESOLUTIONS

ATTORNEY

.

NUI

NO. 114

ARIZONA WILL
NOT SANCTION
BOND ISSUE

TURNERS

WILL

FOLLOW A.A.ll.

IA(tN

Salt Lake City, Utah, June 28.
I'hoenix, Ari.., .Tune 26. Although
Trailed down by a woman, Giovanni
NEW MEXICO
PROMINENT
DEMOCRAT
the California state railroad commisnaelmo, a tailor, 23 years old, lieu iu
sion has acquiesced in the proposal,
TO SUCCEED
NAMED
STEPHEN
B.
the Jail hospital ward today seriously
the corporation commission
of Ari
wounded as the result of his attempt
DAVIS JR.- - MANY OTHER NOMINATIONS
zona, has, declined permission to the
latp last night to escape a cordon of
Southern' Pacific company to issue
SENT TO SENATE.
police that had closed in on blm.
$SO,0O0,00 In trust notes.
Notice of
Earlier in the day, Anselmo, it is al- REBEL LEADER HOWEVER
the refusal was given today on the
BOASTS
MAY
DEVELOPMENTS
M'NAB
PROPOSED
OF
INVESTIGATION
SENSATIONAL
raMasl
a
with
leged, slashed Peter
'ground that the company had not suf- NORTH AMERICAN GYMNASTIC UNION
Washington, D. (.'., June 20. Presizor and then shot and killed Police
THAT HE WILL EAT HIS SUNDAY dent Wilson today made the following
BY
CONTROVERSY
HOUSE JUDI- ficiently explained its purpose. It was
FOLLOW DISCLOSURES BY ROBERT
IN SESSION AT DENVER STADIUM
man Thomas H. Griffiths, who placed
also feared that the company would
nominations:
;
IN JUAREZ AND WILL
DINNER
soon
CIARY
COMMITTEE
POSTPONED
for
to
ask
S. LOVETT IN S. P.- - U. P. DIS- him under arrest.
WILL
issue
bonds
JUDGE ALL CONTESTS BY
permit
Albert O. Sehmedemuim of Wiscon
to retire the notes.
Brandishing a revolver in lils hand
sin, minister to Norway.
CAPTURE CHIHUAHUA LATER.
BECAUSE OF LACK OF QUORUM.
SOLUTION PROCEEDINGS.
ACCEPTED
Anselmo broke from the shed of a
RULES.
It. was understood the Southern PaBenton McMillen of Tennessee, min
relative where he had taken refuse
cific had already arranged to place
to Peru.
ister
when Airs. D. L. Cook led the police
the notes in New York at 97
Consul at Milan, Italy. Nathaniel B.
and
to the spot where he had taken ref- REBELS CHASE
1 ILL
CONGRESSMAN HENRY
needed only the permission
Stew
of
of the ELABORATE PROGRAM
art
FKtOlUtNl
Georgia.
0
uge. In the darkness a dozen flashcommissions of California and Arizona
Secretary of embassy, Rio tie JaneiFEDERALS IN SONORA ro, Brazil, J. Butler Wright of Wyom- WANTS F. J. HENEY lo issue them.
BROUGHT INTO AFFAIR lights outlined the fugitive and as
OF ATHLETIC EVENTS
He fell
many revolvers spoke.
Seven and a half millions were deiug.
;
in
the
with
a
bullet
groin.
screaming
sired by the company to reimburse
Secretary of legation, Brussels,
Another struck him in the breast but
El Paso, Texas, June 2(i. None of Fred M. Dearlng, of .Missouri.
Denver, Colo., June 26. Rules of
Washington, D. C, June 26. Repre- the treasury for moneys advanced to
Washington, D. C, June 2G. Robert a
a
mortal
pocketbook
prevented
rebel
comadvance
have
to
appearthe
have
Kalm's
resolutions
S. Lovett's charge that men impersonMember of the Isthmian canal
sentative
guards
the
of the bal the Amateur Athletic Union will be
lines.
Part
subsidiary
wound.
ed within sight of the federal outposts mission, Richard Lee Metcalf, Lin-- congress Investigate
why Attorney ance was needed for the improvement followed in judging performances of
ating members of congress have been
Anselmo escaped a crowd of pur- guarding Juarez but that the rebels are coin, Nebraska.
General McReynolds ordered the de- ot the lines in the east.
the contestants for honors at the 31st
on Wall Street
demands
making
Grifbunders turnfest, or Clympic of the
for New lays in the now celebrated
United States attorney
expected Is evidenced by the prepafinanciers, has stirred congressional suers yesterday after shooting
slave cases and the Western
North American
circtes to the depths, Lovett, chair' fiths. He avoided arrest until late rations for defense. Guards of troops, Mexico, Summers Burkhart of New
union,
Gymnastic
Fuel company prosecutions at San NO VOTE YET ON
now in full swing In this city. This
man of the board of control of the last night, when Mrs. Cook, who had fcstra large, patrol the surrounding Mexico.
RAILROAD
ALASKAN
BILL.
saw
for
him
been
enter
him,
not
were
Ib
a
watching
taken up today
To be commissioners of the District Francisco,
the first time a turnfest has ever
Union Pacific railroad, made such
country and field pieces are mounted
house of his uncle. She telephon- on the hills
been conducted along these lines.
commanding all approach of Columbia, Oliver P. Newman, for- by the house judiciary committee be
charge before the senate lobby Inves- the
rethe
ed
D.
will
and
A
sec
police
probably
.C, June 20.
cause of the absence of a quorum. AnWashington,
es to Juarez.
merly of Des Moines, la.; F. L.
Wand drills and marching exercises
tigating committee last night, saying
of the District of Columbia.
other meeting is to be held tomor- ond unsuccessful attempt was madfi commencing at 7:30 o'clock this
that men impersonating representa- ceive a reward of $500.
Rebel sympathizers claim that the
The trouble started with Masi in Juarez
President today by Senator Chamberlain to ge morning opened the program of gymAlembers of the commission on in- row. Mr. Kahn declares
tives had claimed to bo able to
garrison is not over 700 strong,
:'
Wilson's direction that the prosecu- fcarly action on his bill authorizing the nastics and field
"grease the wheels in Washington" - a saloon over a game of cards. An- despite the federal claim of over 1000 dustrial relations:
sports at the stadfor the Union Pacific merger dissolu- selmo, who had been drinking, says men. Reports are that Villa virtually
Frank P. Walsh, of Kansas City, tions be immediately resumed will president to construct a government ium at Lakeside
park. All turners
resohe remembers nothing of shooting has Juarez surrounded at a distance Mo.; John R. Commons, of Wiscon- not deter him from pressing his
railroad in Alaska. The vote was pre entered were required to take part in
tion.
While the lobby committee was In down Griffiths.
these exercises and the points scored
and that when he is ready for the at- sin; Mrs. J. Borden llarriinau of lutions and he expects them report- sented by a point of order.
recess today, plans for following the
New York; Frederick A. Delano, of ed out to the house for action.
from
northwest
by them are not only counted for their
tack
Palomas,
troops
trail Lovett disclosed were being tak- Representative Kahn made a state-- !
teams but are also added to their inof Juarez; Villa Ahumada, southeast, Chicago; Harris Welnstock; T. Thurs"en up by members.
SUSPECTED MURDERER and Guadalupe and Opinaga, east of ton Ballard of Kentucky; John B. merit of the history of the reputed THOUSAND MINERS TO dividual totals in calculating individt
- Lewis Cass Ledyard,- a New York
ual standing at the close of the turnLennon of Illinois; James O'Connell, caseB to thos4 members who attended
the town, will be ready to
and declared the
such a
attorney, who encouraged
fest.
of
Washington, D. C; Austin B. Gar today's meeting
him.
with
TRIES SUICIDE
committee owed it to the country to
STRIKE IN WEST VA.
"congressman" over the telephone for
Villa told Americans arriving here rettson of Iowa.
Nearly 2,000 turners took the field
two weeks, and discovered that he was
make public all the correspondents
at
of
Commissioner''
Immigration
of
this morning, divided Into six groups
who
him
south
today,
passed
in
the
not a congressman, probably will be
resulted
which
postponement.
K.
San Juan, Porto Rico. Lawson
inand moving in unison they formed a
"Then you don't think the explanasummoned. Ixvett told the committee IAMES L. BACON, UNDER ARREST FOR Juarez, on his way north, that he
Evans, of Mississippi.
CUBIN .'CREEK DISTRICT AGAIN SCENE OF striking picture in the clear sunlight.
to
Juarez
then
and
tended
capture
circumstanwas
had
made
Wilson
President
tion
that Ledyard
strong
by
Tomorrow morning the apparatus
the
KILLING HIS WIFE, FATALLY
WOUNDS head south and take Chihuahua,
satisfactoi-y?LABOR TROUBLES BUT NO DISORDER
tial evidence as to whom the man was.
asked Representative
who was today
Summers
will be taken up. Each entrant must
Burkhart,
declared
had
He
he
state
that
capital.
It is probable that Otto H. Kahn, the
Webb.
BY
HIMSELF
ABDOMINAL
NOT
REPORTED -P- AINT CREEK
men enough south of Chihuahua to appointed to the position of United
perform four exercises, one each on
banker's attorney and counsel for the
"No I don't" said Mr. Kahn.
New Mex
the horizontal bar, the parallel bars.
prevent the federals slipping out of States District Attorney for
Southern Pacific and other Wall
"It is my opinion," said Mr. Webb,
the side horse and the long horse.
the capital or receiving reinforce- ico, succeeding Stephen B. Davis, Jr., "that United
street men, will be asked to testify.
States Attorney McNab
Perfection in any one exercise counts
ments and that if the Chihuahua gar- is probably one of the best known has been
Lovett's testimony dealt with allegIt
wrong in his actions.
He is a
ten points.
Re
26
Va.',
June
W.
Cripple Creek, Colo., June 211. Jas rison attempted to come to the relief Democrats In New Mexico.
Charlestown,
ed efforts to force the railroad to emto me as if he were rushing inL. Bacon, former r'nreeentative in the of Juarez he would meet them before man of long residence and wide ac looks
Field sports are set down on the
from Cabin creek announce that
ploy Edward Lauterbach, a New York
al to print and seeking a little cheap no- profs
has
in
and
the
state,
quaintance
in
Colorado
on
a
Jail
here
about HlOO miners went on strike to program for Saturday morning. Each
legislature,
they reached the border.
attorney, who claimed to have enough
been very active in the political toriety."
entrant must participate then in runinfluence with members of conexess charge of murdering his wife and
Villa told the Americans he expect- ways
"I don't think that is true," said Mr. day. No disorders have been reportactivities of his party.
broad jump, shot put and three
of
out
officials
ed.
to prevent agitation against the dls- by blowing up the tarn- - ed to eat his dinner Sunday evening in
Runners
sent
ning
by
The selection
of Mr. Burkhart Kahn.
It is in the jumps
lly home, was found unconscious ' in the custom house in Juarez. This Is
solution plan and prevent
the United Mine .Workers late yester- standing jumps.
amendto
a
Kahn
agreed
suggested
his cell this morning with deep where Taft and Diaz had their meet- means a victory for the organization
of the money trust Inquiry.
to turn the tide and particularly that the scoring system
were
unable
day
would
to his resolution which
of the American Athletic union will
Mr. Lovett testified
further that wounds in the abdomen. He had at- ing on October 10, ISOSt, and is the of the party, since it is alleged that ment
to a majority of the miners at Acme and be favorable to
he had the backing of the leading confine the request for papers
with a
good record-makinof
mines
two
the
In which Madero set up his
lauterbach, in his conversation with tempted to commit hari-kar- i
of
Kayford,
building
largest
those which bear on the postponeas extra points
the
Otto P. Kahn, had referred to Repre- smaill pocket knife, which he borrow praviaipnal capital after capturing the Democrats for the position, although
by
participants,
Coal
Concolidated
Creek
the
Cabin
cases and would not inment of
are allowed for distances covered ovsentative Henry of Texas, as one of ed yesterday under pretense of wish- t'ity from the Diaz forces in May, 1911. there were numerous other candidates. volve all the
refused to return today.
company,
correvoluminous
of
the
no
In
it
be
posithat
said,
fact,
may
er a certain mark.
the leaders of the "radical element" ing to trim his finger nails. At rioori
The strike has not extended to
tion to which a Democrat might be spondence relating to the evidence in
who might agitate certain questions Bacon was still unconscious and phy
The turners are divided into three
Rebels Win in Sonora.
of
the
the
Paint
At
creek.
cases.
request
in the state, was so sought the
until Lauterbach exerted his influence. sicians say he cannot recover.
- groups
acording to recognized skill.
El Paso, Texas, June 2C A tele- appointed
HalGovernor
new
river operatives,
no
Representative Hinebangh said to- in beginners,
On May 27 the home of the Baceu gram received, here this morning from for as the one to which Mr. Burkhart
Lc'eft said he felt sure Henry had
field is holding conferences with of The first groups take
Is day he would
AutoVg
.
who
named.
was
it
thow
retolutloH.
tits
Lauf-bjchnofp.'ess
eontreetoii whatever with
the Second those who have partiefpa-e- d
family was blown to' pieces, apparent- JSi Pequiera, rebel governor of Sonora, claimed were candidates for the posiunion
ficials
Mine
of
Workers'
the'
to
direct
before
committee
the
rules
auterbach arrived .here early to- ly with dynamite. Mrs. Ida Bacon and says the rebels at Ortiz yesterday sucin previous events but who have
tion were W. E. Rogers of Roswell, H. the judiciary committee to investi- relative to the situation in that field.
not been prize winners, and the third
day and arranged with Chairman her daughter, Josephine, aged 6. were ceeded in capturing a large number of L.
in
E.
A
Veeder
the
Elmer
of
call
a
strike
for
Raton,
Bickley
general
gate the entire matter.
Overman to be heard before the sen- killed. Bacon was desperately Injured frderal soldiers and that the main fedthe stars who will be required to show
of Las Vegas, all of whom made a
ate lobtv committee at 8 o'clock to- and lay unconscious two dajM. When eral
President Wilson and Attorney Gen- New River field went out last night tn themselves in the most difficult exerwas driven back In the fight for the appointment, while it is
army
be effective July 1. The operators
l auterbach declared he was he recovered consciousness,
lio toid
night.
direction of Guaymas and that the said that J. H. Crist of this city, E. D. eral McReynolds still want Francis ask that such action be postponed for cises in the list.
J. Heney for a special prosecutor. The
prepared to deny Lovett's charges of having received threatening letters. rebels would follow immediately. He Tittman of Hillshoro and others
The drill and exercises were finisht
were
offer will be made formally as soon a few days in the hope that a settle' ed at noon and all of the turners
generally, but would testify that he He said also that just before th.i ex- declared that the rebels
to receptive candidates.
expected
be
reached.
had tajked with Otto H. Kahn, and plosion he had attempted to iUtdle
as Washington can get in touch with u'.ent may
came in from the park to prepare for
the federal outposts at Guaywould explain his conversation.
a fire in the kitchen stove with Kero attack
the lawyer, who has been traveling
the allegorical parade, which started
mas by Friday.
Many Diplomats Selected.
from here to San Francisco.
Representative Daniel J. Riordan, of sene.
promptly at 2 o'clock.
NAVAL
D.
26.
Justice
June
Washington,
C,
New York, asked for a hearing regardWhen Bacon had recovered
in Areoplane.
Governor
Mexican
W.
York
of
New
the
Gerard
James
TO BE GUARDED
to leave the hospital, he was
ing the statement made by Judge
Washington, D. C, June 2(i. MinorUoverno' state supreme court, has been selected
Douglas, Ariz., June 2
Lovett, of the Union Pacific, last brought to Denver to attend the fun
ity Leader Mann brought the case up
BY COURT ORDER MUCH MYSTERY
Hermosilfrom
Pesquiera telegraphed
by President Wilson to be ambassador in the house and attacked the course
The committee definitely ar- eral of his wife and
night.
AROUND MONEY
lo to his junta here to'lay
that he to Germany. Justice Gerard was or- of the
ranged to hear Riordan and Lauter- After the funeral he was arrested on would leave
president and attorney general.
to
take
of
for
Protection
the
26.
slated
LENDER'S DEATH
New
capital
today
June
Spain.
iginally
York,
He declared that the "chief magis
bach at 8 o'clock.
charge of murder, brought back to
Just what occasioned the change trate of this
au aeroplane flight with Didier Mas-sonaval secrets is the object of proceed
in
and
Creek
fail.
lodged
Cripple
had
permitted
Overcountry"
At the request of Chairman
the French aviator, over the fed- has not been explained, but it is said himself to be used in the postpone- ings begun by the federal government
At once Bacon inaugurated a "hunLos Angeles. Calif., June 20. Detec
man the senate extended indefinitely
for an injunction to restrain the E. tives were still in doubt
eral lines at Santa Rosa mil San to have 'been the desire of President ment.
which
maintained
with
strike"
he
ger
today as to
the time in which the committee may a
W. Bliss company from demonstrating
or less degree of failbfi'lnese Leandro. Pesquiera's message also Wilson to fill the most important Eu
greater
Mcfor
the
motive
murder of
the
in
The
administration
8.
probable
to
was
rebuking
limited
It
report.
July
until a few days ago, when' he began stated that the battle betwoin- the ropean posts at once. The president Nab and subsequently ordering a to the British government the process Charles E. Pendell, the wealthy money
Gov
decided
nominate
to
has
former
and
the
cf
had
forces
and
arm;rebel
using
making
Ojeda's
eating heartily.
found beaten to death last
speedy trial, had acted with hypocrisy
Veeder of the United lender,
been resumed, making the seventh ernor Benton McMillen of Tennessee, and
NEBRASKA
his office desk. Two diamond
"had run to cover like frightened torpedo. Judge cour in
at
night
to
An
for
Peru.
minister
States district
Brooklyn yes
Important rabbits," he declared.
day of fighting since the federal comto be sufficient in themsaid
studs,
M'REVNOLDS
not
is
DISASTROUS
the
on
in
UERV
the diplomatic service,
quespost,
terday reserved decision
mander began the fight.
to
attract
selves
manliMr.
professional thieves,
the
that
Mann
redeclared
Thomto
to
as
soon
be offered
tion of granting the injunction,
Augustus
HAS NO
Rebels Will Have Money.
ness he had expected from the "Christ- quested by Assistant United States were missing from Pendell's appafel
to
as,
present
playwright,
according
A
tornado
26.
Lincoln, Neb., June
and a considerable amount of money,
Douglas, Ariz., June 26. The money plans. There is also talk of Maurice ian gentleman at the white house," Attorney General Malcolm A. Coles.
ON DISSOLUTION
accompanied by a terrific hall and
it is believed; but the theft also of a
from which the constitu- Francis Egan, minister to Denmark, would have led him (Mann) to expect
weaetringency
is
the
"The
principal
torpedo
rain Btorm' swept over central Ne
in which he kept a personal recMexico is suffering being transferred to Spain, but no a different course of action.
book
cause
in
tionalist
said
the
assistant
our
of
navy,"
pon
braska last night, damaging crops
Washington, D. C, June 26. Attor- will be relieved within ten
the confirmation was forthcoming today.
ord
of
his dealings with borrowers'
elarm
by
of
days
"The
the
"I suspect," he added, "that
right
attorney general.
and tearing its way through the lit ney General McReynolds today' said
to France is still being der Caminetti and perhaps the junior the nation's defense calls on this complicated the situation.
circulation of a $5,000,000 bank note is
Embassy
remiles
to
100
no
had
announcement
make
he
of
tle village
Kenesaw,
to Roberta Pesquiera, held open for William F. MoCombs, Caminetti would like to have the court to protect its rights. The navy
According to Harry Pendell, a son of
: west of here,
where several farm garding the dissolution of the Union sue, according
in Washing- the Democratic national chairman. It cases come to a speedy trial when the department recently received notice the dead man, his father was threatenlnsurrecto
representative
no
Pacific merger and probably would be
but
were
demolished,
buildings
to his home was reiterated today that within a two men who worked up the cases that the Bliss company intends to dis ed recently by "a Kansas rancher"
'
lives lost.
able to make a statement until the ton, who returned today
here. The issue will be a lien on all year Charles R. Crane, of Chicago, have been fired out of the service."
close the 'complete! construction and who claimed he had been cheated by
to
were
court.
the
storm
plans
presented
the
hail
The
accompanying
tor- - the
Criticizing the attorney general for observations' of the
money lender. A search for this
Directors of the Union Pacific rail- property within the sphere of rebel would become ambassador to Russia.
; pounded the crops into the ground in
and supply Insurgent war Practically the only European posts postponing the Caminetti case on apedo to British Interests. If this is man was instituted today by the
influence
held
a
road
telespecial meeting today
and
many places. Telephone
or
which
been
for
filled
have not
needs for several months.
Secretary done any country can obtain these
telephone message from
graph lines are down at Kenesaw and but declined to say what was disPesquiera, on his way home, had a which no choice has been made, are Wilson and the Western Fuel case3 torpedoes in open market, an act
meager reports reaching here esti- cussed. Judge Lovett said , briefly conference
with Carranza, the nation- Lisbon, Constantinople, and the Bal- on another representation, Mr. Mann which would work irreparable injury
mate the damage at $100,000. The that there were "certain aspects" of
to the United States."
concluded:
MURDER AND
Pacific al insurgent leader, who estimated kan states.
storm was followed by general rains the Union
"If the Democratic administration
Joseph E. Wlllard, former lieutendissolution situation which he had there was 50,000 men under arms
over southern Nebraska.
SUICIDE TO-DA- Y
ant governor of Virginia, now is slated intends to proceed on the theory that
laid before the board.
against Huerta.
TRADES
the
IN MISSOURI
for Madrid. Recently he had been se-- when a cabinet officer telephones
President Wilson said late today
BRAZILIAN STATESMAN
lected for Belgium. It has not been attorney general, or some one walks
KANSAS CITY
the agreement on the dissolution GIRL DROWNED
VISITS OGDEN, UTAH.
decided who will take his place on the into the offlce of tne attorney general,
Pacific
ot the Union
VOTE TO STRIKE Quincy, 111., June 26. A man be
Is sufficient reason to postpone,
for Brussells.
list
BRIDGE
WHEN
to
him
submitted
be
would
lieved to be J. W. Bening, of Gregor,
by
not
Democratic
will
be
there
'ew!
Ogden, Utah, June 26. Or. Lauro merger
many
.Timtiro r.r..rrt sulled frnm
before
General
Attornev
Mo., shot and killed Theodore Pogue,
McReynolds
fort
Brazilian
BY
nunareu
AUTO
HIT
Agree-pienminister
of
the
in
tne
next
20.
administrations
Muller,
Kansas City, Mo., June
York yesterday without knowing he
court
his employer, and then killed
to
the
submitted
formerly
to
being
and
his
be
are
11
party
eign affairs,
by representatives of all the
had been transferred on the presi: years."
himself at Pogue's home, near West
Caminetti
to
a
Arrested.
call
unions
guests at an informal reception to be
Kansas
of
A.
trades
111.,
City
20.
AfJune
Madrid
to
Berlin.
dent's
list
from
Harvey
Chicago,
held in his honor at the Weber club,
Sacramento, Cal., June 26. F. D. general strike in compliance with the Quincy, Mo., today.
DAY IN CONGRESS. Gregory, member ot a circulation bu- ter a short trip abroad, however, he is Caminetti,
son of Immigration Com- request of the local building tradeB
Pogue was a bachelor about 75
the commercial organization of this
reau, was killed early today when his expected to return to Washington be- missioner A. Caminetti,
of age, a veteran of the Conwhose
elopeyears
conflict
city. The distinguished traveler is
council for aid in their
against
automobile, in which another man and fore finally taking up residence in
a na- the lockout of about 400 members Ot federate army and owner of about
ment
now
become
has
escapade
expected to- arrive at 4 o'clock this
two women were passengers, skidded
Senate.
bottional affair, .was arrested today on a
afternoon and will be taken for an auwas decided on 1,000 acres of valuable Missouri
Met at 2 p. m.
into the railing of a bridge.
The chairman of the industrial com bench warrant issued yesterday after l uilding trades unions
tom land. No motive Is known for
tomobile trip through Ogden canyon
Industrial
of
the
a
At
Charles
were
meeting
House.
Others of the party
g
mittee is to be Mr. Walsh and his his indictment on a charge of having today.
a year ago
and the city, the ride ending with a
Council Friday night, definite action the murder, though
Met at noon.
Summers, Miss Myrtle Peters and associates named to represent the gen- - deserttd his minor children.
With
is said to have threatened to
short visit at the club rooms.
will be determined.
If a, general
Judiciary committee failed to get a miss jninnie jinutoi. muss duhlui wa eral public, were Mr. Cummins and
kill Pogue.
He gave bond In the sum of J2,."00.
the reception committee will be a bevy
strike should be called about 10,000
resolution reported thrown into tne water, ana Mrs. Harriman
'Messrs. Delano,
of Ogden girls who will distribute quorum to act on the Kahn
affected.
would
be
workmen
anuV
case
but
Summers
Caminetti
at
drowned
for investigation of the
first,
Welnstock and Ballard represent the FORMER HUSBAND AND
JAP FRUIT PICKERY
flowers to members of the party.
Miss Peters said tbat she, like them- employers, while Miessrs. Lennon, O'and will meet tomorrow.
.
ORDERED TO LEAVE.
ADVERTISING DISAGREE.
Public lands committee continued selves, escaped with a few bruises.
Connell and Garrettson are the repreDenver, Colo., June 26. William DO NOT WANT SALOONS
JOIN THE CHAMBER
California
CLOSED AT MIDNIGHT,
The impression that Miss Bristol sentatives of labor.
hearing the
Kerting of Chicago, former husband!
Riverside, Calif., June 2fi.
OF COMMERCE AT
The choice of Oliver P. Newman as of Marjorie Hamilton
bad escaped proved erronerous. Her
Denver,. Colo., June 86. Officers of
REDUCED RATES. water project.
Cunningham,
;
sentiment at Hemnet, a small
commercial
was
district
was
this
allied
the
afternoon.
recovered
commissioner,
organizations town near here, was manifested today
personal took the stand for the government
body
to
the
counsel
with
Mr, Newman
TESTIMONY FAVORS
president.
today in the trial of Mrs. Cunning- - of Denver today employed
when a party of its citizens met an
Me Chamber of Commerce hat sue-- ,
Wilson as a press cor- ham and her husband,
HETCH HETCHY PROJECT. CALIFORNIA G. A. R. GO
Walter C. aPP'y to the district court for an
- led the membership fee of 95, for
picking crew of Japanese from
apricot
IN SPECIAL TRAIN. respondent for nearly a year prior to
charged in the United junction to restrain tfie district
this city and ordered them to leave
mlted time, during which applt-- .
Its
offlce
from
D. C, June 26. Col.
June 26. Sixty the inauguration.
enforcing
Calif.,
Washington,
Sacramento,
torney's
district court with fraudulent
at once. The baggage of the Japanese
v ant will
be accepted If aceom-- ; John Blddle, army (engineer in charge California civil war Veterans left for
of the mails in the advertisement der to compel the closing of saloons was thrown aboard the train after
the
ed by the dues for the first quart--. of federal improvements in Califor- Gettysburg today on a special train to
issued
order
The
at
anti-faby
midnight.
t
and sale of an
remedy.
them. There is not a Japanese in
WOMAN'S BOARD OF
imounting to 3.
nia, told' the house committee on pub- participate in the ceremonies In comKerting was called to refute state- - district attorney's office also notified Hemnet.
the
for
stands
t&e
TRADE DANCE. V ments in advertising circulars to the jail restaurants and hotels that they
lic lands today that the Hetch Hetchy memoration of
tie organization
fiftieth anniverwere engaged by
The Asiatics
The dance to be given under the V effect that Mrs. Cunningham, known would not be allowed to sell liquor
are and wise growth of Santa Fe. reservoir project was the most eco- sary of the battle.
in
which
t the one and only form
While the $15,000 state approprianomical, most feasible, and generally
auspices of the Woman's Board
as "The Calendar Girl" had been re-- ! after midnight. The action taken by ranchers near Hemet. After they had
v y man may epeak hie mind, voice a the best plan of water supply for tion to pay the transportation exof Trade, at the Library building,
.w.,h fmtn "a mniintatn nf floah" tn the commercial officials today, it was been driven out the employing ranchthe
r plaint, suggest a remedy, propose San Francisco and adjacent regions. penses of the veterans was declared X will take place this"evenlng, good
her present proportions by the use explained, waB to prevent any inter ers told the Hemet men that Kore!
.
He said that not only the water sup- illegal because of a technical flaw,
music being in attendance. The
or advance prosperity. No
of her treatment. Kerting said hlB ference with the festivities incident Asiatics were not Japanese but
bundes turnfest of ans. The exclusionists replied that
tickets will be 50 cents and no
caring for these things and being ply of San Francisco but that of Oak- many of those going have had their
during his acquaintance with to the thirty-firs- t
no difference. Hemet wantable to invett one dollar a month can land and Alameda were very poor way paid by popular subscription In X refreshments will be served.
her, never weighed more than 120 or the North American Gymnastic Union that made
ed neither race within its border.
now meeting here.
their home towns.
125 pounds.
ifford to be other than a member. '. now.
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NO DIFFERENCE.
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The Proof

A Special Sale

THIS WEEK

THIS WEEK

!

WINTER GROCERY

POLITICAL REVIEW THEN
as

Same

AND NOW

For those who seek relief from kid
ney backache,, weak kidneys, bladder
ills, Doan's Kidney Pills offer hope of
relief and the proof is here in Santa
Santa
Pe, the same as everywhere.
Fe people have used Doan s and
Santa Fe, people recommend Doan's,
the kidney remedy used in America
for fifty years. Why suffer?
Why
rim the risk of dangerous kidney Ills-f- atal
Briglit's disease? Here's Santa
Fe proof. Investigate It.
Jose Ortiz y Baca, Alto St., Santa
Fe, X. Mex., says: "Off and on for
three years I was troubled by pains
in my back. I saw Doan's Kidney Pills
recommended for this complaint and

BEANS

DYER PORK

Here the
Everywhere.
Is

!

C

FRANK J. SCOTT WRITES
BLADE

OF

DRAWS

LESSON.

POLITICAL

Awaiting The
Joyful Sound
The Wonderful Music that Bursts Forth
When the Stork Arrives.

TO THE TOLEDO

Thnt funny, llttlo, brassy cry thnfc ochoei
arrival of tuo new baby Is perhniw the

Hie
EVENTS

AND

The Toledo Blade publishes the following interesting review of political
events and their bearing on those of
'I'l.iiii
today.
RESOLVED
50 Boul'd Victor Hugo, Nice. France,
most cherished remembrance of our lives.
THE SQUARE PCAL
thousands of happy mothers owe their
April 24. 1913. And
to health and strength' to
WIN.Spreservation
remThe desire has Mother's Friend. This Is au external musMy Dear Friend
.
that is applied to the abdominal
Vmethe-rlong been on my mind to write you of edy
cles. It relieves all the tension, prevents
the joy our last national election gave temlorness and pain, enables tlie uiuselea
OR NOT WE dlVE THe
to
B"nHy, and, when bnhy comes,
Kot a box. They relieved me in n me in the success of Bryan in Balti- the expand
muscles relar naturally, the form is)
I
peal--w- e
without laceration or other ao
pr
short time. aLtely, I haven t needed more and the triumphant election of clil'
nt.
have
Woodrow
Fortune
Thank
medicine
WlJson.
as
a kidney
my kidneys
V.iu will find Mother's Friend on sale at
druir store, as It Is one of the
been in fine shape. I am pleased to both are in the saddle now; and that altihiut any reliable
remedies that graml-mI
in
verify the endorsement I have given while still live the only great leader
'TS everywhere have relied upon.
With Its daily use during the period of
the Democratic party has had in my
Doan's Kidney Pills before."
THE
no
FA I RE,
no
Is
there
weakness,
expe.tation,
For sale by all dealers. Phice !i0 lifetime is the state department head;
no morning sickness, no pain, disor strain of nny kind. Its Influence
Co..
Hufraio, and that Woodrow Wilson, his great- tress
cents.
is
remarkable, as it penetrates the
New York, sole agents for the United est Democratic friend, is president. It tlssn.truly and
renders them pliant and easily
Yon
demands of nature.
is
a
of
vast
governed
national progress
import. vlll be by the nt
States.
THE SQUARE DEAL PAYS "Y OU KNOW IT."
YOU'LL GET IT
its wonderful effect and
surprised
and
Remember the name Doan's
I sent to Iondon two months ago what a grateful relief it affords,
FROM US WE KNOW IT, AND YOU'LL KNOW IT, TOO, IF YOU BUY
Mother's
women
to
young
Especially
US. WE DONT EXPECT TO SUCCEED BY
take no other.
for Wilson's The Xew Freedom.
It Friend
Is one of the greatest ol all helpful YOUR HARDWARE FROM
was a stroke of genius to have it jnfiuenees.
CHARGING HIGH PRICES FOR PO OR GOODS, BUT KNOW WE CAN
on
You will find this wonderful remedy
quickly compiled from his campaign srile at the store where you trade, or they SUCCEED BY SELLING THE BEST FOR A FAIR AND HONEST PRICE.
ARE CIUEN PRIZES
IF YOU DOUBT IT.
fcHI pet it for von.
It Is prepared by Brad ANYBODY CAN SAY THIS WE CAN PROVE IT.
.speeches and published before (he in field
Oo
I'M Lamar Building,
COME IN IF YOU BELIEVE IT, CO ME IN IF YOU KNOW IT, COME IN.
FOR TAKING BATH auguration. It reads like a trumpet Atlanta,Regulator
Ga. Write them for a very valu
call to stop the downward roll of the alii.: book to expectant mothers.
Republican party car towards an oliWOOD-DAVI- S
2(1.
There
Okla..
June
Muskogee,
or the reverse of a democracy, CALLED FROM BED
is a school in Oklahoma where a boy garchy,
by whatever name it may be called.
PHONE 14.
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
PHONE 14
gets thirty points in school work for I do not believe with those who asTHEN MURDERED
tnking a bath and where the little girl sume that Wilson and Bryan cannot
who comes to school with her hair
long work together, but I believe that
Dublin, Ga.. June 26. J. T. Howell,
neatly brushed has fifteen points add- each will continue
to be delighted
ed to her credit in school work.
years old, a merchant of the nearby
to have the help of the other. They are town
of liOngbranch, was called from
The school is at Bralrtown, In Mus- as alike as twins in their political conhis bed and murdered by robbers, who
who
the
and
principal,
county,
kogee
victions, and I think rejoice, each in
has worked out a unique system of the strength of the other. Bryan at ai'-- shot and killed his wife when she
credits for home work, is a young man the Baltimore convention and Wilson ff flowed him to the door.
Bloodhounds led the Sheriff's posse
with in the
named ,T. A. Houser,
presidential chair, seem like to the cabin of three negroes, who,
two Horatios, each fully competent to when a mob
Superintendent of Schools E, N.
gathered about the jail
who has evolved many progres- hold the
bridge.
here, threatening lynching, were hursive and unusual ideas in the conduct
Should Not Waste Time.
ried by train to Macon under heavy
of the rural schools of the county.
But I am writing aside from my ob guard for safe keeping.
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
contest
the
of
the
the
rules
gain
By
should not
That
that
time
ject.
is,
Evidences
the
about
of
scene
the
for
of
number
a
of
certain
points
ing
ODS, Electricity plays a most impobe wasted by the "boys" In attempting murder were that Howell, responding
home credits added 10 per cent to the to
the
resuscitate
of
dead
the
to
body
a
went
summons,
outside
rtant part. The grandfather would
cases
carrying
examination creditB, except in
party. Roosevelt's mar-lantern. His murderers riddled his
where only two things for whlrh a Republican
the radiance of the modvelous power of work in politics failed head with buckshot. Though he was
be amazed
pupil could gain thirty points. These to keep even himself in the party. ButUtill alive
when a Sheriff arrived he
were taking a bath and preparing a nis work was like a
ern home and why all thia Ujrht? To
benediction on fould not talk intelligently, but beOf the four prize winners in
meal.
the dead party's death. He opened the fore he died he is said to have indicatmake the home more homelike to make
the contest each received thirty pointB road for millions to
out
of
its
ed
was
get
that
his
assassin
a
negro.
for one of these two things, the boy, harness and to free them from its al
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
The Sheriff found that the house
Orpheus Hilton, for taking a bath, luring trammels of greatness "in the had been
and
for father, mother and children. Good light
thoroughly ransacked
and Emma Mullen, the girl, for prepar Lincoln
days." He showed them the nil valuables taken. The dogs readily
meal.
a
ing
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
inevitable logic of the
picked up the trail from footprints
Assisting in preparing a meal, scrub ideas of the day towards a Progressive
new
Demo
of bare feet around the house.
desired.
bing the floor, setting out a shade tree cratic party. While he was showing
The negroes,
Smith, Harris, Joe
earned fifteen points.
that, the new party was organizing Mary and Henry Kitchen, were proMilking, washing dishes churning, and like a young
giant, conscious of tected at the local jail by special
sweeping, setting out flowers, water- its
with such leaders as
strength
hair
guards, but when the threatening
flowers,
neatly,
brushing
ing
Bryan and Wilson, it sloughed off its
outside thinned out the Sheriff
cleaning teeth, drinking a glass of old Wall street leaders
and
old
the
made the transfer of his prisoners.
water before breakfast, sleeping in a misdirectors of the
50
years of
past
room with the windows wide open, its
history, and opened its arms to
feeding the stork, cleaning fins'-- r embrace what Roosevelt supposed was CORNED
WAS
nails, taking care of the baby a:id his Progressive
party.
'asks anil
BUT
ORDER
many other
DREW
Federal Party Lost.
duties of persona htsiene wer wv
AN OMELETTE
Thus, after Joltn Adams' term of
ered in the r.oi'os!.
OTHINQ IS QUITE SO CONVEN
th.1 school ;o:jr. hi the presidency, the old Federal party
At the closj
shriveled
to
12
a
cherished
ia
old,
26
i
.'ton.
New York. June
week Orpli3M
IENT as to touch the button and
memory
year
Peter Fox, an
won fist pn. ) 'n ihe conlest with 57fifl the breasts of a few rich old families. Irishman, entered a Hungarian resta
stove is ready to cook your
c
your
(f 113 poius: a lay Jefferson, Madison and Monroe were urant In Second avenue and ordered
points an ave-iOthers were so close to the winner the successive presidents of the Dem- corned beef. The waiter brought a
iron ready to use, your toasted
that they were given special prizes. ocratic party, until in some way a Spanish omelette. Fox said he would
In several instances where the Whig party sprang up to oppose it, not eat it. A lively argument ended
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuchildren were earning home credits The new party had a galaxy of great in a fight in which the omelette missum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
by cleaning the yards and planting men in its ranks, and tariff protection ed the waiter's face.
became
Its
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatmark
of differentiation Fox, according to the police, began
shrubbery the parents have painted
from
the Democratic party. Both par-tie- s to toss the furniture about, much to
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
the houses, put up new fences and
were controlled by their southern the discomfort of the' restaurant proimproved their places, while in the
for you. We furnish it reasonable rates,
house the efforts of the children to wing's for 40 years, until third parties prietor, who ran outside and blew a
day and night' Estimates and full inforimprove the looks of things have been were organized iu New England and whistle. This brought Policeman King
mation cheeerfully given.
aided by the installing of modern de the northern states on the line of op- and Muldoon.
position to the extension of slavery.
vices for housework.
"It wilJ take six cops to arrest me,"
This was between 1850 and I860. The warned Fox and he
He
proved it.
southern states then became more played shuttlecock with the two po
BOY 11
GIRL
unitedly, than before. Democratic, and licemen until the other four arrived in
LOUE AND ELOPE ,he nortue more divided than before a patrol wagon. The six succeeded In
:
in
uBlveeu me wing ana tne third par- getting Fox into the wagon, and he
ties of various names. Most of the was taken to the
Mulstation.
police
12
2(5.
was
She
but
Detroit, June
great leaders of the Whigs in the doon had been hit on
head and
years of age, he but 11, yet they elop- - north became so subservient to the King had been beaten the
badly.
ed from Windsor to Detroit, where leaders of the south that after the
'Don't worry," said Fox to the po
they planned to start housekeeping.
formation of the Republican party in licemen, "I made
you see stars, but
PHONE 85 MAIN.
to
do
had
the
with
love
Incidentally
convention in
in ISiW, the you'll probably get stars for it."
theft of $:!5, according ot the Btory of Whigs opposedPhiladelphia
to slavery extension
the police. The $35 was used as a went over to the new
party. They
most necessary means for the further- were the cream of"' the old
Every Woman
party and
FACTORY .WOOD
ing of the elopement. Her name is the new.
LUMP
Is interested and should
They
came,
almost
also,
Ureatrice Stropkiwccz, 141 Langlois equally, from the Democratic to the
know about the wonderful
WOOD
SAWED
LUMP
avenue, Windsor. His name is .Nelson new Dartv. wlinun milv hnni nf ,,i,;
Marvel yi'"'8.""'
WOOD
CORD
132
COAL
avenue.
STEAM
Langlois
They
Fargo,
lat firs, .vas rpftiRta'tn fho
uoucne
came to Detroit intent on staying here of slavery.
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
for a time, after which the young miss
Gen. Fremont was the first presi- Askyottfdruggtstfor
Montezuma
Avenue, near A T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
to
hie
the
were
and
youthful mister
ft. If ho cannot sup
dential candidate of the
Rethemselves westward for the plains. publican party in 1856. organized
ply tlie MAKVJSL,
The Whig accept no other, but
She was to have been a cowgirl, ride party did not even put a candidate
in send stamp for book.
Marvel Co., 44 E. 23d St., M.T.
a horse and carry a gun. He was to the held; but its northern
remnants
Battle of
have been a puncher or a rustler. He banded under the name of "American
had not decided which.
party," nominated Millard Fllmore, a
NOVELTY WORKS.
After they were investigated by the pronounced slavery apologizer.
James
to
the Buchanan, the southerners'
traunt officers they were sent
'
104
candidate,
104
Galisteo Street
detention home and their parents
was elected by the Democratic
party.
The elopement was called off Filmore
having drawn enough votes
Makes Fly Screens that fit.
and the two taken back to Windsor, from Fremont to cause the
election of
FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
much against their will. Thirty of Buchanan. Thus died the
Porch
Screens giving comfort.
old"
"grand
the $35 was recovered. But the par- Whig party.
GETTYSBURG, PA.,
Step Ladders that last.
ents talked of straps, woodsheds and
Condensed History.
1913.
as
catch.
other things
Fly Traps that
All this bit of condensed
they boarded the ferry
history to
for home.
,
NFurniture
emphasize the fact that the sense of
FROM SANTA FE, - M.
right.
Repairs your
justice between man and man withUpholsters.
In order to get the fullest enIt will not pay you to watte your out reference to wealth or station the
time writing out jour legal form moral force of great principle will
In fact, does this an3 and mitny more
joyment out of your week-enwhen you can get them already print- always draw the support of the masses
Dates of Sale, June 2Jrd to July 2nd.
holidays approach them with a
things in exchange for real money.
ed at the New Mexican Printing core-p- of the people away from the parties
and unruffled mind.
Return Limit. July 17th, I9IJ.
peaceful
which represent the interests of the
ny.
SANTA FE. N. M.
Telephone (57 W.
Take
few rather than of the man)-- .
Santa Fe All The Way.
That,
Prices Reasonable. All Work Guaranteed.
That is to say, be forehanded
the
S. LUTZ, AGENT,
therefore,
H.
in
last
tlie
year
split
State of Ohio, city ot Toledo, Lucas Republican
enough to decide in advance
NEW MEXICO.
SANTA FE, TERMS CASH.
party and the turning out
county, ss.
of the old leaders of the Democratic
what you are going to do, where
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he party to make
and in what manner you ai-way for the progresis senior partne. of the firm of F. J. sives
of the new administration,
and what purchases need
going,
&
in
the
business
Co., doing
Cheney
were providential events. Higher morbe made for your comfort n&
County and State al principles and their divorce frnm
City of Toledt
recreation.
aforesaid, ano (flat said firm will pay the excessive Wall street influences,
.NEW MEXICAN PBINTING CO.
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL and manufacturer-baronVy
influences,
.Local Ageata for
to
advertisers
Our
LARS for each and every case of Ca- have made the
simplify
try
)
as
Republican
party
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use dead for future use as the Federal
matters for you. Their anof HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
and Whig parties.
All entered into
nouncements contain a world of
FRANK J. CHENET.
corruption before death, but none so
just the kind of information and
Sworn to before me and subscribed deeply aS the G. O. P. The Democratic
"Elastic" Bookcase
suggestion you need.
in my presence, this 6th day of De- party survives because it is doing
J- and Desk ccmbissl
JBft
works meet for repentance.
cember, A. D. 188C.
Yours
so dulls the keen
Nothing
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal.)
sincerely,
M
A Desk Uott wtth few or
edge of vacation or half holiday
FRANK J. SCOTT.
1 many Book Unite at dobed.
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internThe only perfect cotnbinmtioa
enjoyment as to fret over purII
dctk and bookcaieevt made.
Imti
rrr
chases and arrangements that
ally and acts directly upon the blood
Subscribe for the Santa
Nen
""
II
Roomy, convenient attrao
and mucous surfaces of the system. Mexican, the paper that boosts all
i ',; ljWi-,- J
should have been made in adJr
t
Vvt, TPe want to ihow yo
Send for testimonials, free.
the time and works for the upbuild-mr
to advantages and poativance, or to discover, too late,
F J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, Ohio.
bilitics.
of our new Stat.
write
i
OA,
otpbonr
or
some
undone
left
little
thing
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
.
ta aboot it.
' v
forgotten.
Take Hall's Family Fills for con
Reduced rates on all roads to San
ta Fe, July 4th.
stipation.
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Customers
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Sell the Best that
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the market for

sinn-hird-

ST PHICE.

Foster-Mubtir-

n

i

Wood

oal

SAWED WOOD

HARDWARE

DAWSON COAL
Fancy Egg

Domestic Lump

Fancy Lump

"BUT IT

OF CRICHTON."

Phone One Double

J.

O

light

Col-Jett-

W SUMMER TOURIST FARES
EASTFRN POINTS VIA
New Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
TO

SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT,

The

Best

N. M., AND RETURN,

.yV

I

$12.10.

East

fwHiiiHiMiwarfi rtr

'

West

For Rate and Full Information Call On or Address
F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
or EUGENE FOX, G. Paw. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.
L. H. GIBSON, T.,

NEW MEXICO

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked aa "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
1

Located in the beautiful Pecol
VUey. 3.700 reet above sea level,
sunshine every day, Open air
wort throughout the entire sesConditions for physical
sion.
and mental development are

,

such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.

IDEAL

Begents

:

E. A. CAHOON. President.

J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.

!3

JOHN W. POB,
W. A. FINLAY.

8ecretarj.

e For particulars and Illustrated
address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

cats-Ogu-

Supt.

COMPANY.
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POWER
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Most Out of

Denver & Rio Grande R.R.
ROUND TRIP

...

Pueblo

TO- $16.35
St. Louis

II

Salt Lake City 4Q 00
Ogden,
St. Paul. . . 51.85

$67.35

d

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
CoPdo Springs 18.15
Denver, . . . 21.10

July 1st to 4th,

A Holiday

$47.35
51.85
Chicago
.
.
62.85
Detroit
. 66.45
Buffalo .
New York City 78.85
.

.

.

Sale June 1st to September 30th.
Return Limit, October 31st, except from points
east of St. Louis or Chicago return limit will
On

be sixty days from date of sale.

For additional information call on or address

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
239 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
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JAMES ANDERSON
BOUND OVER
TO GRAND JURY

THE GREAT AMERICAN HOME.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.
De Vargas.
H. F. Duval, Santa Fe.
.Tames W. Normont, Santa Fe.
0. ti. Pennman, Us Angeles.
A. C. Korsby, Andover, N. Y.
J. M. Brandy, Andover, N. Y.
J. A. Riehl, Albuquerque.
A.

R.

Jumi.-Anderson, colored, who for
months past has been the janitor at
ti e Old Palace, was bound over to
await the action of the grand Jury this
morning by Juntico of ihe Peace .Tom;
Air. Garcia, on a charge or giving
to a convict, lie was placed
under $;i(M bond until the grand jury
convenes. It appears from the
this morning that Anderson on
Juno Ulh and probably on three or
four other occasions, gave a half pint
of whisky to V. C. Holmes, a trusty,
v.lto carried the mail to and from the
penitentiary, and better known about
tewn perhaps as "Red." The whisky
was found on Holmes the same day
and he was Immediately relieved of
any and all duties which might take
him outside the walls of the penitentiary. Anderson was placed under
bond to appear at an examining trial
which was held this morning with the
result above stated.
This is the first case, of this sort to
be tried under the law passed in 1912,
wlitcli manes li a ieiony wiui a ecuin
seven
to
one
of
from
years
tince
the penitentiary for any person to give
or sell or send by mall, express or
cocaine,
morphine,
otherwise, any
whisky or other drug or form of liquor,
tc any person confined in jail, penal
it stitution road camp or other platffe

F. Morrlssitte. Albuquerque.
Rummclspartelr. Rell, Germany.

Emma O. Myers. Del Norte, Colo.
McKnlght, El Paso.
H. .T. Pankratz, El Paso.
D. I). Conway, Alamosa. Colo.
George H. Hunker, i:a8 Vegas.
wife,
B. B. Olascock and
Cal.
John J. Kelly, Silver City.
E. B. Cornell, Alamosa.
J. C. Col wall, Xew York.
J. C. Colwell, .lr., New York.
Lawrence F. Lee, Albuquprque.
W. C. Schiller
Mrs. R. L. Young, Las Cruces.
Donald Young, Las Cruces.
E. L. Braum, Alamosa.
Charles Proebstel, San Pedro.
W. E. Marsh, San Pedro.
T. iS. Davidson, Denver.
J. F. Regan, Mt. Sterling, Til.
IX

teati-ir.eu-

Sacra-ment-

Montezuma.
T. J. Sanford, City.
N. A. Hardman, St. Louis.
Frank La van, City.
John Kelllnberger, Durango.
George S. Blunt, City.
J. H. P. Jones and wife,
l

Miss Jones, Albuquerque.
M. A. Ross, Albuquerque.
Paul F. Wilson, Omaha.
E. A. Scharlach, San Francisco.
S. Spring, Jr., St. Joseph.
A.

Kvarnstrawn, Elmira,

(

N. Y.

William J. Madden, Elmira, N.

COMPANY, AMD
CARLM

Y.

Coronado.
H. Short, City.
Mrs. R. Romero, Ft. Sumner.
Juan Ortega, E. Las Vegas.
W. L. Loftus, Espanola.
C. Ortiz, Nambe.
Feas Garcia, Las Vegas.
Fidel Ortiz, Las Vegas.
Jose C de Baca, Bernalillo.
La Salle.
R. L. Hubbard, Alamosa.
Thomas Lewis, Alamosa.
S. Nelson and daughter,

CTS

TO GO TO

5ltP.

joint.

The City of the Holy Faith has
within its gates at the present tlmn a
great number of visiting nuns, who
aro here attending the annual retreat
which, is being heJil at St. Vincent, sanitarium.
The retreat, opened last Sunduv evening, June 22nd, and will close oo
the morning of July 1st, lasting eisht
full days, and the exercises consist
of five meditations and conferences
each day, together with private spiritual exercises and strict silencs, except when it is absolutely necessary
to speak. The Master of the Rotroat
this year is Rev. Father Peters, S. J.,
one of the faculty of the Sacred Heart
BeCollege, at Denver, Colorado.
sides a majority of the SisteiH of
Charity at St. Vincent, there aro Bisters making the retreat from St.
Mary's hospital. Pueblo; St. Raphael's
hospital and St. Joseph's academy,
Trinidad; the Glockner Sanatorium,
Colorado Springs, all of Colorado; St.
Vincent's academy and St. Joseph's
sanitarium of Albuquerque, and many
of the Sisters of Loretto from this
are
city, Las Vegas and Bernalillo
ulso attending the exercises.

COULD DO THIS.
No inferior substitute, but only the
genuine Foley Kidney Pills could have
rid J. F. Wallich, Bartlelt, Nebr., of
his kidney trouble. He says: "I was
bothered with backache, and the pain
would run up to the back of my head,
and I had spells of dizziness. I took
Athletic contests of all kinds at tu
Foley Kidney Pills and they did the
work and I am now entirely rid of kid- big Fourth of July celebration at Santa Fe, watch for small bills.
ney trouble." The Capital Pharmacy.
NO SUBSTITUTE

(

After Pushing a Bicycle All Over
Europe, American Boy Sees, Wooes
and Wins Italian Nobelman's Pret- rnm.l
, mci
ii ana . - . . . TU...J..A
twin
ty uaugruer
"Ever
Be
to
"Home"
Happy
ing
Afterward."
Chirairo 111.. June 2fi. "You can't
till me that romance is dead!" says
Maximilian John St. George.
And Maximilian knows what he is
talking about. For ho worked his way
to Europe on a cattle boat, rode a bl- cycle 10,000 miles through strange
lands on 40 cents a day, and won the
heart of a rich and beautiful Italian
noblewoman in her marble mansion
on the Bay of Naples.
Max was not rich. Besides, he had
his own ideas of travel. He wanted to
see and study people. So he made up
an itinerary of 1C00O miles, covering
nearly every part of Europe, took his
bicycle and $2"i0 and started.
And then, in the south of Italy, the
wandering knight of the bike found a
fairy princess.
He had spent the morning among
tne ruins of old Pompeii, and paused
ai. Castellammare di Stabia to eat his
lunch beside a marble villa overlooking the lovely Bay of Naples. Curious
villagers gathered around the strange
visitor in khaki, with his dusty bicycle
and knapsack and his foreign air.
Ne noticed two women watching
him from the villa. The younger one
finally called out:
"Parlez-vofrancais, monsieur?"
m a d e m o is e le! "
"Certainement,
Sure, he spoke French.
.T. GEORGE
MAXIMILIAN
"Would the gentlemen not like some HIS FIANCEE
SIGNORINA AN1
wine with his meat?" she asked.
MANI.
an"It would go well enough," he
(By W, II. Alburn.) ..
swered.
A servant appeared and led him into claimed Signorina Ape, Impulsively.
A little
Max was overwhelmed.
the villa. It was like an "Arabian
later, when he strolled with the
Nights' tale
He was conducted to a magnificent signorina through the fragrant garden
Hi,,w mnm where n tahle was set for among palms, olives and orange trees
three. And, to his astonishment, he 'and she plucked an orange blossom
fcund himself eating luncheon with and pinned it to his lapel, he nearly
Slennrlna One ManI and her mother, Host his head.
The sienorina played the piano and
Ihe signora, in the home of Signor Qui- rico Mani, chevalier of the Italian violin for him and showed him the
furnishcrown, warship builder, and scion of whole villa, with its beautiful
one of the oldest and noblest houses ings, mosaics, paintings, sculptures
and other art treasures, and then he
of Italy.
He told them of his wanderings and went on his way.
But the young American couldn't
they listened as Desdemona listened to
forget the pretty, talented Italian girl,
Othello.
him. They wrote
"Oh, I could love such a man!" ex- and she didn't forget
I

Idena. 56; Phoenix, 70; Portland, 52;
Pueblo, 60; Rapid City, 5S; Roseburg.
54; Rosweil, 62; Salt Lake, 52; San
'Francisco, 56; Spokane, 52; Tonopah,
Yesterday was another clear and 44; Winnemucca, 42.
pleasant day of the kind that has
Forecast.
:nade Santa Fe famous. There were
and vicinity; GeneralSanta
t few clouds
For
Fe
the
afternoon
during
and the temperature did not go high ly fair tonight and Friday; covliiuied
er than 79 degrees, with a low nark waim.
of 52 degrees. This gave an average
For New Mexico Tonight avl Friof 66 degrees, which was two degrees jdny generally fair; not much change
lower than the average for June 25th in temperature.
for the past 41 years. The humidity
Conditions.
with the lack of rainfall for the past
The barometer continues low gener- two days, was low, being only 34 per
jally over the western states this morncent.
ilng, with center of lowest pressure
The lowest last night was f3 de lover western Colorado and eastern
grees and the low mark during the Utah. Some clondiness is present to
night at the other stations was as the west and north of the center of
follows:
low barometer and scattered showers
Amarillo, 66; Bismarck, 5S; Boise, have occurred in the Dakotas, Mon52; Cheyenne, 52; Dodge City, 72, tana, Washington and Oregon, Nevada
Grand and northern Utah. Temperatures re50;
Durango, 46; Flagstaff,
Junction. 68; Helena, 46; Kansas City, main stationary or slightly higher,
that cooler weather prevails in
76; Lander, 52; Los Angeles, 58; Mo.

THE WEATHER

j

J. M. Clark. City.
J. A. Garcia, Albuquerque.
Hepolito Maestas,i;Albuquerque.
E. C Baca, Pena Blanca.
J, H. McHughes, Cerrillos.

-

.

THE BRILLIANT STARS OF JUNE.
By the end of June, Mars, Venus,
Saturn and Jupiter will aP. be morning
stars, but Foley's Honev and Tar
Compound is at all times the "Star"
medicine for coughs, colds, croup and
whooping cough. A cold in June is as
apt to develop into bronchitis or pneumonia as at any other tiuw, but not
if Foley's Honv and Tar Compound is
taken. The Capital Pharmacy.

(Nevada. Conditions favor generally
fair and continued warm weather in
this section over Friday.
YOUR

INTO

SHAKE

SHOES

Foot-Ease-

e

-

Work for the New Mexican. It u
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.

l c ontest Closes at 6 P. M., June 30

1

t

cast a ballot that shows any signs of being tampered with, as it will not be
counted. If such a ballot is handed you, or the figures do not show absolutely
plain and legible, ask the merchant who issues it for another one in its place.
Do not

The Time Is

Short-G- et

Busy

rAfiAranlc
UlllCbLdlllb

should be careful not to make any marks whatever on
ballots, as they run not only a chance of having them
cases
in
will
thrown out, but many
seriously embarrass the contestant they are trying to help.
In case any evidence can be produced that will go to show dishonesty, the contestant will be debarred from further participation in the contest.

CctAtirlr
r4
rri6nUS 01

WITH

ONLY

j

j

,
Allen's
the antiseptic powder. It relieves painful, smarting, tender, nervous feet, and instantly takes
the sting out of corns and bunions. It's
the greatest comfort discovery of the
makes tight or
age. Allen's Foot-Easnew shoes feel easy. It is a certain
relief for sweating, callous, swollen,
tired, aching feet. Always use it to
Break in New Shoes. Try it today.
Sold everywhere, 25 cents. Don't accept any substitute. For FREE trial
package, address Allen S- Olmsted,
Le Roy, N. Y.

-

t
t
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ANNUAL RETREAT
OF SISTERS AT
ST. VINCENT

HOW A WANDERING KNIGHT OF
THE BIKE WON A FAIRY PRINCESS

Tbo

BESSES

i

of confinement within the stale.
The penitentiary records show that
,T; tries
on
Anderson was sentenced
ix;iu, rrom i.mcuiu uuunJanuary
t;', t'ur four years for larceny.
Honor Man Leaves.
Manuel Romero, No. 3107, a. trusty,
working iit the honor road camp at
I.nmy, left for parts unknown sometime hist night according to reports
phoned Warden Mc.Manus this morning, and the warden is si) willing to
have tin; said Romero again foi' a
l.oarder, within the walls this time,
however, that he will pay fifty good
American dollars for information leading to the capture of the funnel'
Romero was senonor prisoner.
tenced from Colfax county on December !lth, 1012, for larceny and drew a
sentence of from two and a half to
three years. He is described as a Mex-- i
lean, aged 20, dark hair, brown eyes,
weight 12tl, five feet four inches tall,
with a scar on left cheek, one on right
leg below knee, and a small scar on little finger between first and second

u

1

r.

S

jyj

to each other occasionally. And then,
l.ist year. Max went back to see her.
And there, in the orange garden Signame means
norina Ape (whose
"honey bee) promised to be his wife.
They will be married August 4 at
Castellammare, and it will be a grand
wedding, such as befits the daughter
of a chevalier of the crown. And Max,
now junior member of a flourishing
law firm, will bring her home with
him.

WORLD'S BIGGEST SHIP ARRIVES ON HER MAIDEN VOYAGE.

FOUR MORE PAYS

of the contest, it will be a matter of HUSTLE EVERY MINUTE OF THE DAY! You can well afford to
put forth every effort to win one of these pianos. Votes can be secured by trading with

JOHN PFLUEGER
SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY COMPANY
THE MODERN GROCERY COMPANY
THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
C

A

Mhlh ATPQ

(AND WEEKLY PUBLICATIONS)
DI P ASP NftTP THAT THE BALL0T B0X W,LL BE amoved

tA1lUi"il!C3 r LEASE HUIL

JUNE 30, TO THE

MODERN

AT

the close of banking hours

GROCERY

STORE, in order that the box
will be sealed, and the final count made on
box
o'clock
ballot
the
uirtnlu
six
o'clock
available
at
be
of
that
day. Promptly
may
MORNING by the judfes.
The result will be announced in the issue of THE NEW MEXICAN OF JULY FIRST
TUESDAY
0N MONDAY,

Due Bills count triple votes

Cash Puraccounts count single
chases count double votes; and thirty-da- y
votes. ON SUBSCRIPTIONS : Two Thousand Votes to Each D3llar Paid, for those accounts due
and payable before January 1st, 113. One Th oils mi Votes to each dollar paid for running
subscriptions or in advance.

VOTING SCHEDULE

THE STANDING
889,370
Nellie Gann
Mrs. W. G. Sargent 776,956
744,071
Lulu Krick

Mr.

E. L.

Wheeler

563,206
.540,588
Edith Marmon
Mrs. C. Parsons .. .465,670
Mrs. Paul Doran .. .444,574
Frances Leeson . . .273,753
.205,930
Ellsa Herrera
.141,512
May Closson . .
.138,201
Belle Anaya , .
.113,875
Ida Clouthier .

....

ON MERCHANDISE

:

;

OF THE CANDIDATES ON MONDAY MORNING WAS AS FOLLOWS
Carmen Aoreu
111,157
Clara Gibson
104,940
Mrs. V. Casados ...102,44(1
Nellie Nusbaum. . . . 89,579

Tiburcita Gonzales..
Mrs. Fred Alarid . . .
Mary Quintana ....
Mrs. W. Parsons ...
Etta Moore
Mrs. C. Patterson ..
Mamie Lamberson .
Lultita Sena

70,290
66.93C
66,515
54,689
53,535
53,138
49,50'i
46,070

Mrs. Thos. Doran..
Mrs. C. F. Kanen . ..
Elena Sena
Petrita Delgado ...
Mrs. Fred Hogle ...
Rumaldo Gomez ...
Mrs. G. F. McNltt..
Laura Montoya
Margaret Miller ...
Ruth Nix
Ramona Baca
Lucy Ortiz

37,685
35,230
35,190
29,447
25,735
20,945
20,865
19,140
16,585
16,080
15,685
10,689

Mrs. A. Porterfield
Polly Borrego . . . .
Ernestina Delgado
Dorothy Safford . . ,
Mrs. J. Muralter .
Edna Lutz
Mrs. Gus Koch
Cecelia Palmer
Mrs. J. V. Conway.
Louisa Deitzel
Mrs. E. N. Peden . .
Helen Knapp

....
....
....

.....

10,280 Mrs. Dr. McCarthy..
10,280 Mrs. W. B. Prince ..
7,603 Lola Michaelson
7,300 Mrs. C. L. Bowlds.
7,270 Mrs. G. W. Armljo.
5,085 Ruth Mendenhall . .
3,945 Jean Law
2,940 Mrs. R. L. Cooper..
2,670 Katherlne Brown ..
2,275 Edith Hampel
2,000 Anna Dietzel
Mrs. F. C. Blake
1,64

....

......
....

:
1,595
1,450
1,210
1,195
1.195
1,120
1,115
1,110
1,085
1,095
1,040
1,040

WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE
BECOME LAW IN ILLINOIS.

1

Springfield, 111., June 2C The woman's suffrage bill was sigued by Governor Dunne today. The act gives
women the right to vote for all statutory officers in the state, and also for
presidential electors.
A substitute In medicine :s never
for the benefit of the buyer. Never bo
pursuaded to buy anything but Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound for coughs
and colds for children or for grown
persons. It is prompt and effect'Vfe.
It comes in a yellow package, with
beehive on carton. It contains no
Take no substitute for
opiates.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
VwrfiA
The Capital Pharmacy;"
.i
.. K'.r.-.- :,
v
Has
World
the
Vessel
The Great German Liner, Imperat or, Hughest
Har-to- r
Vt'ork for the flew Weilcati:'1 ft;;1s
Ever Seen, Photographed for the New Mexican on Entering New York
With forking for 'you, tot Santa jFf ani
Thursday, 6h Her First Trip. The Lower. View Shows Her Prow,
the new state,
,
Its Striking JFlgurehead. .
:..
.
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5 13 2
Chaves, Who recently 'dfe- Cincinnati
champion.
feated Battling Chico at AlbuqiieE-Que- ,
Chehey and Bresnahan; Brown and
is said to be in prime condition. Clarke.
The fight will be staged in an open
air arena and the boys will" weigh in
American League.
-'

at

PITCHERS

ENTERED

HAVE

MOOSE

FOR

SCOUTS HIT THE TRAIL
MO

RUN

HIT-N- O

IAW, WHERE KID
CLASS.

Standing of the Clubs.
National
Club

6--

Philadelphia
Wallace F. .Johnson of Philadelphia New York ..
had a walkover as G. A. C'aridea. of Brooklyn .
England scratched.
', ' t
Chtfago
Pittsburg ...
Boston .i.
St. I.oflls
Cincinnati

GRAYS US. BLUES
NEXT SUNDAY
The fans of Santa Fe will next Sunday afternoon have their first opportunity of witnessing the Santa Fe
Grays tackle the strong Las Vegas
Blues, one of the strongest baseball
aggregations in the southwest.
Manager Lopez has just completed
arrangements with that, team and
they will arrive Sunday noon prepared to carry home the big end of
the gate receipts by taking the local
team Into their camp. They have not
decided as yet whom they will depend on to do the twirling, but as
they have strong boxmen they will
not have much trouble in picking
their man. The balance of the lineup is the same as last year, and
when it is taken into considorntion
they lost but four games last year,
the article of ball they can deliver
is high class.
The local Grays will have our old
friend "Jim" Lopes in the star position, and anyone who has seen Jim
do his stunt knows that he Will have
the Vegas bunch breaking their backs
to reach his elusive and corkscrew
curves. Griego, than whom there is
no better catcher in the west, will
handle the fast ones at the receiving
is
end, and the 'balance of the line-uas follows:
Closson, 1st; D. Anderson, 2d; J.
Alarid, ss.; L. Anderson, 3d; J. Ortiz, If.; W. Parsons, cf.; J. Marez, rf.;
Lopez, p.; Griego, c; and F. Ortiz and
C. Garcia, subs.
The game will be pulled off at the
College grounds, and the indicator
handler will call time at 3 o'clock
sharp. Admission 60c.
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RUSSELL NORTHUP AND BOB STEELE.
game is the
Pitching a
ambition of every pitcher in baseball.
Few have achieved the honor and that
two youngsters on one team should
break into the exclusive class within
four days is but one of the remarkable things that make baseball.
Bob Steele and Russell Northup ot
the Moose Jaw Robinhoods, Western
Canada league, are the youngsters

who have thus achieved fame.
The "Twilight league" isn't a Class
A organization, but a pretty good article of ball is played by the teams.
At Medicine Hat, May 16, Northup
held the Hatters to a hitless, runless
game for nine full innings, and at Calgary, May 20, Steele duplicated the
performance.
'Northup halls from lies Moines, la.,
and this is his first .year in organized
baseball. He was tried out and re- -

AMERICAN HORSES
irg government horses. They had to
WIN LITTLE TODAY. go twice around the course jumping
obstacles of various sorts ranging in
London, June 2G. The King Edfrom 3 feet 6 inches to 5 feet
ward VII gold cup for riding and height
6 inches.
most
at
valued
the
jumping,
trophy
Robinhood, owned by Judge W. H.
the international horse show, was won
of New York, carried off first
by Russia. France was second and Moore,
in class 45 for single harness
England third. King George and Pres- prize
ident Raymond Poincare, of France, horses, exceeding 15 hands shown to
a brougham at the international horse
were among the spectators.
Seven nations competed France, fchow here today.
Great Britain, Canada, Belgium, Italy,
Russia and Sweden. The teama were
New Mexican Want Ads always
composed of officers in uniform, rid- - bring results. Try It

;

j

Itased by Des Moines this spring. Van
couver, of the Northwestern league!
took him and let. him go to 'Moose Jaw,
where he rounded into form and is one
of the league sensations. Steele is a Canadian,' His "home be- ii.g in Victoria, B. C. That team tried
out Steele, but had a good
and decided that Steele, who is but 19,
wouldn't do, so he was sent to the
Moose Jaw team and hasn't lost a
Hume since the season started.
TODAY'S RESULT
TENNIS

IN

TOURNAMENT.

Wimbledon, Eng., June 26. With
Maurice E. Mcoughlin,
the American champion, out of today's program of the English lawn tennis
championship tournament, the match
between N. Norris Williams of Harvard and R. F. Leseus the South
African Davis cup player, was the
main attraction.
While that match was being played, Craig Biddle of Philadelphia on
another court beat F. H. Jarvis, of

BASEMAN
PROSTRATED

SECOND

8S

17

35

'23

;:30
:32

'.....28

Club

Philadelphia

Cleveland
Washington
Chicago
Boston
Detroit
St. Louis
New York

Cub
Denver

jst. Joseph

Lincoln
Des Moines
Omaha
Sioux City
Topeka
Wichita

Pet.
.691
.603
.536
.525
;467

26

''29
32

....25
25'

;

'AX

33

:410

36
39

..'...22"

44
40
34
35
31
27
25
18

25
29
31

28
40

Lost

...43
...36

20

.35
.35

30

..27

37
39
45

.24

..22

BY HEAT.

(2)

Hoston at New York (2)

American League.
Cleveland at Chicago.
St. Louis at Detroit.
Philadelphia at Washington,
New York at Boston (2).
American Association.
Louisville at Columbus.
Indianapolis at Toledo.
Kansas-Citat St. Paul.
Milwaukee at Minneapolis.

DISCARDS

GYM

FOR

CHAMPIONSHIP

RANCH
BOUT--

HE

TRAINING

TELLS

FOR

COMING

REASON.

'

-

'

Today's Games.

i

TURK IS TRAINING A MEXICAN TO LICK A GERMAN WHO IS BEING PUT INTO SHAPE
BY AN IRISHMAN.

'' '

Nationalities Over
Championship Fight

of

Mix-U- p

Rivers-Ritchi-

e

at San Francsico on Afternoon of
July 4. Trainer Abdul, the Turk,
Unveiling Joe Rivers, the Mexican,
Who Will Try to Take Lightweight

'

NEW

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dictionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowledge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us tell you about this most
remarkable single volume.
.
write lor sample
TyVST
pages, full par.
ticulars, etc

5

S

1

I

6

3

Larry

and

,.

Colorado Springs, Colo., June 26.
"Chick" Evans and his party of western golf experts made a clean sweep
in the' morning round at 'the Colorado
Springs Golf club.1" Warren K. Wood,
who was runner up in the western
final in the summer, losing to jHvans,
made the best score of the forenoon,
70. The visitors were matched against
a plclsjed team of local players.

11

Name this
paper and
we will
send free.
a set of
Pocket
Haps

a-J3S-

2'u.4C.MerrUuBCe,

IX
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National League.
St. Paul, Minn.','' June 26. Second
Baseman Williams of the Kansas City
At Philadelphia, (first game)
American Association team, was over5 10 ,
come by heat in the second inning of Brooklyn
.2 11 2
He Philadelphia
the game today with St. Paul.
Rucker, Curtis and Fischer; Rixey,
was taken unconscious to a hospital.
Seaton and Killifer, (14 innings.)
TEXAS LEAGUER
At Philadelphia (Second game)
SOLD TO ST. LOUIS.
, 4, 110
Dennison,
Texas', June 26. Clar- Brooklyn
,6, 0
ence Covington, first baseman
with Philadelphia
Curtis and Fischer; Alexander and
a
the Dennison team 'of the
team, was sold to the St. Louis Dooin, Killifer.
Americans.
It is reported the price '
At New York (First game)
was 1250.
4 10 2
Boston
2
7
. . 5
New York
jDELL STARTS TRAINING
FOR BOUT WITH CHAVES.
Tyler, James and Rariden,' Ayhaling;,
June 26. Harry Fromme, Crandall, aMthewsori and
Trinidad, Colo.,
Dell, the Pacific coast bantam, arriv Meyers, Wilson.
ed here today and began training for
his bout here on July fourth with
At
.3 8 0
Mountain
Benny Chaves,
Rocky

Queer

n

WALL STREET.

Texas-Oklahom-

WHEN

.

,,

'

(2).

,.--

RITCHIE

American Association.

At Columbus-Louisv- ille
.547
5 10 3
.547 Columbus
6 8 2
'.53S
Woodburn, Northrop, Ellis and
.422
Cooke and Smith.
.381
,328 WESTERN GOLF EXPERTS
WIN MORNING ROUND.

League.

Chicago at Cincinnati.
Pittsburgh at St. Louis.
Hrooklyn at Philadelphia

,

.

.6S3
.563

Where They Play Today
National

'

.403

42

.

''

At St. Pau- l.362
.300 Kansas City
Si.' Paul
Morgan and O'Connor;
Pet. Jaines.

4i

Won

--

.

At Minneapolis
Pet.
7
3
9
.746 Milwaukee .
7
4
2
.615 Minneapolis
Hovllck and Hughes; R. Smith,
.540
W.
and Owens,
,530 Youiig, Olmstead
.525 Smith.'

15

2S
29
29

:.

..-.--

.361

League.
Won Lost

Western .eague.

j

p

left-hand-

League.
Won Lost

.....

American

,

Vfc:--- .

I.

BASEBALL

EnKland by
The play was wry' one sided until
the third set, when Biddle had to do
some smashing.
The Canadian t)avis played, I. B.
Powell, beat.W. C. Crawley of England, in three straight sets,
6--

HOW WATCH

119.

up of several leaders.
The Denver and Rio Grande and
the Colorado Midland formerly were
Joint owners of the Rio Grande Junction, a short stretch of road in Colorado used jointly by both roads. In
At Washington First Game
1911 the Colorado Midland put up its
11 jf
Philadelphia ;
share of the capital stock 7,371
5
1 shares with a par value of $737,000
Washington
i
Plank and Schang; Mulien, Easel, as collateral for a loan to pay interest
Wilson, Groom and Henry, Aiuxmith.
on bonds. The stock later was sold
at public auction to the Denver and
Boston, Mass., June 26. Boston-Ne- Rio Grande.
York game postponed: wet
In the hearing this morning, AttorTwo games tomorrow and ney C. C. Dorsey, presenting the case
grounds.
detwo Saturday.
for the Central Trust company,
clared that his client had been given
At Chicago
onlv five dav's notice of the sale, and
4 that" thff'Deirrer and Rio Grande had
Clevelaad
v. .
:5
.-.
1
.',7.- -8
Chicago
.v.'.
secured the' "stock at" a fraction or its
Gregg and Carisch; Walsh, Benz, actual ,yalue.
....
,
r
'.''
Russell and'Sciialk.''

Title From Willie Ritchie.

'
New York, June 26. Following an
early advance and a subsequent recession, stock prices moved irregularly with a downward tendency during' the remainder of the morning's
trading. By noon several of the speculative favorites were 1 to 2 points
under;their earlier high prices.
Suspicion that the advance of
American stocks In. London, which influenced the higher opening here, had
made
been forced by this market,
traders the more ready to react the

Are You a Woman?

i

list. ;
The decision of the interstate commerce commission to
the east
ern freight rate case under restricted conditions, caused some disappointment, and induced selling.
Sentiment veered strongly to the
bear side once more. The absorptive
power of the market seemed to have
lessened and any . considerable offering of stocks caused further reces.
sions,,;
Bonds were heavy.
Stofiks showed less resistance to
selling pressure after foreign buying
ceased. Steel and Reading were low
ered a point under yesterday's close
and the Harriman's and other influential iBsues large fractions.
Roqm traders fed the market with
Stock from time to time but with little impression on prices outside of
Union Pacific which ruled over 2
below its opening.
Other
points
shares sympathized to a much narrower extent with the Harriman specialty, and evinced more of a disposition to go up when selling stopped.
The market closed heavy. Trading continued dull and dragging to
the end with no sign of the day today' covering. Prices ruled close to
the lowest and increased offerings
seemed to follow some slight bidding

Gardui

The Woman's Tonic

n

FOR SALE AT

'The

0RU66ISTS
F4

B. P. O. B.

,

"I hear it

ALL

GRAND LODGE

CONVENTION
ROCHESTER, N. Y.,

July 7th to 12th.

tf0
S00.00

RATE FROM
CC
SANTA FE,
Dates of Sate, July J, 4 and 5
Return Limit 30 days from

dateof sale, within which time
original starting point must be
Low rates from all
reached.

other stations on the Santa Fe.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, . . New Mexico
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Machine
Lfahtweioht

-

Willie
mul

Champion
handling a pair of
hjtched to the horse power of a hay
press. Lower picture shows him
bale of hay.
action, with a
"If you don't believe this is muscl
Ritchie

flrV

Y

V

d

Human Brain.'

I
j

"I have laid the best possible foun
dation for the training I will go
through for my battle against Joe
Rivers July 4."
Willie's looks prove what he sayB.
He is as brown as a berry. His complexion is clean and his eyes are perfectly clear. There is snap and ginger in every move he makes; his
conversation is animated, and his spirits are high.
He has spent about two weeks previous to the regular training grind at
Shannon's, at Billy Nolan's ranch in
the California mountains, where he
and
lived the simple life, sleeping
eating outside, working in the field
with the farmhands pitching
hay,
hunting and swimming and hiking over the mountains.
It was during the last day of his
stay at Nolan's that the break occurred between the champion and the

the best place in the world to lay the
foundation to benin training.
The
air, the good water
purfe mountain
and the quiet atmosphere is bound to
be restful to a fellow, particularly
after jumping about like a cricket.
And let me pay a tribute to Mrs. Nolan. As a culinary artist she is a
To eat plain, well cooked
wonder.
food after several months of hotels
and railroad diners even though
they were the best was a treat, I
assure you. You know, I am a home
boy, and nothing will ever appeal to

1

.4

j

Zlght-weig-

Thus spoke the auditor:

He was speaking of the

Re mi eg too

to

Adding and Subtracting

iu iwU LU

Typewriter
(Wahl Adding NJechanisrpL

San "Francisco, Cal June 26. "A
t
of boxing is absolutely necessary to every fighter training
me like the good, wholesome cook
for a out," says Willie Ritchie;
ery and the pleasant environment of
the home and that's the sort of
champion of the world. "But
boxing"! Is not the biggest feature of
place Mrs. Nolan runs.
"What do I think of farming? Well,
a training course. The most Importa little of It is good, but the life is
ant thing is the foundation. By this
a little too lonesome and commonhe rlsea or falls. If he tries to force
himself through a couple of weeks of
place for a steady diet. But to get
into condition to start training there
gruelling gymnasium work, just beis no place like a farm. Am I right?"
fore bis battle on a soft, flabby phyAbdud, a Turk. It training Joe Rivers, a Mexican, to lick Lightweight
and the champion tensed his forearms
sique, without having laid a firm manager.
Dutchman, who Is being whipped Into, ebape by
"There are many pleasant things and the muscles stood up sharp and Champion Willie Riohie,
foundation, he will probably find him
'
an
Irishman.
v
Foley,
v
,
Harry
I
to
want
under
he
remember
hard
the
when
that
about
brown
skin.
self ai very wobbly fighter,
always
ruddy,
i
How
a
of nationalities? Can you beat Itt
that
ramble
for
was
said
is
the. Nolan ranch,"
. lie
Willie,. "It
certainly right
,
ateps Into the ring.
certainz-amouh-

r Ki:with the

l

Y

4Mtf

Special Correspondence.

n.

Super- -

at

"Boxing Necessary," He Says, "But It
' Isn't the Most Important Work In
Preparing for a Championship Go."
You Have Simply Got to Get Back
to the Farm to Lay a Good Foundation for the Real Work. "But I
Don't Want to Be a Farmer." He
Declares After Two Weeks on a
Ranch.

r
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VV

'

building work, just take a shot
he panted.

Willi iiuc

-

.,..'.

,

.

t
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This machine does something that pnljf the brain,
directing the hand, has hitherto been able to do that is,
write and add (or subtract) ok the same page.
But this is not all.
does such work more easily,
more rapidly, and more accurately than the human brain
has ever performed similar labors '
Thus the machine is human in what it "does and superhuman in the way it does it.
Illustrated booklet sent on request

it

i

'

.

Company
.Remington Typewriter
0DCMporated)
231

W. Champa Street, Denver, Colorado.

f

UNITED STATES BANK

Today completed the regular work
of the four weeks' session of the Santa Fe county institute, the next two
days to be occupied with examina-

CAPITAL $50,00000
Business

Does a General Banking

PERSONALSiReadv Trimmed!
.
roi
HATS

SENATOR CATRON
AT THE INSTITUTE

TRUST CO.

&

PA8t

NliW MEXiCAR

SANTA F

JUNE 26, 1915...

THURSDAY,

great Interest maniU
(Owing to the.......
I
1
Pnlt.mM
i
wwi.
ill wio D .un."
isew Mexican requeue lie readers to
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31") items of
this column. By doing so the readers will confer a favor on the New
Mexican and on their friends. Communications sent by mail should bear
the signature of the writer).

SELIGMAN

ADOLF

DRY

GOODS

FIVte

GO.

1

tions.

i

WHITE

LADIES'

At Less Than Cost

We

SKIRTS

are making SPECIAL REDUCTIONS on all

White Underskirts for Ladies.
program was rendered. The teachers have very much
$1.50 . . . Skirts in Fine Nainsooks, Embroidered . . . $1.13
MRS. W. LINDHARDT
the song
enjoyed selections from
Skirts Trimmed In Lace and Insertion . . $1.39
. .
$2.00
books of the high school, many new
Your Patronage Solicited
125 Palace Ave
ones being learned and appreciated.
.
.
.
Skirts, Wide Embroidery Flouncing . . . $2.69
$4.00
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
United States Senator T. B. Catron
$5.00 . . Skirts Trimmed in Lace and Embroidery . . $3.23
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
the Postal Tele- favored the institute with his presence
N. B. LAWHLIN, President.
Telephone
if you do not get
and made an address. lie believed
company
graph
ACCEPTED.
REPORT
B.
J.
LAMY,
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
PHONE 180.
an eight weeks' institute would be a
your paper and one will be de- MOTION TABLED
Rood thing, doubling the work.
livered to you at one;.
Senator Catron said that, the people of the east were very Ignorant
..The impression gained 'from reading
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
i
M.'A. Ross, of Albuqueniue, is in the the
concerning the west and particularly
report concerning the meeting of
w"
there-citon
'business
It
so
his
Mexico.
New
SALE-CIperiodical
Ihip.
regarding
TY
POk
the chamber of commerce Tuesday;
PROPERTY
ed-.Mrs.
our
of
Sumner
Ft.
to
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.
devolved
Romero
Rebecca
fore
upon
f-- ::;
people
was that the report of the committee
5 Reoifj Modern Brick Collate, 2 blocks from Plaza, Price $3,800
ucate the eastern people, as well as 'is spending a few days in the city,
laid
was
funds
and
on
utilities
S Room Modern Frame Cottage,
blocks from Plaza, Price 2,500
Mrs. Frank Parker of Manhattan Ion public
educating our own.
the table. The report, after being
e
the
that
entertained at bridge
avenue,
the
lie
hope
6 Room Modern Adobe Cottage, 2 blocks from Capitol, Price
expressed
3,000
read was followed by a motion on the
(In y.
be
work
would
an
not
only
6 Room Modern Brick Cottage, 3 blocks from Plaza, Price 4,800
matter of having the committee take
adobe house on Galisteo Street, with city water and elMounted Policeman J. 11. McHughes,
Inspiration to those who attended, to
the tax question and go over the
ectric liyhts; no bath. Lot 55x158 feet with a dozen bearing fruit
10 Room Modern Adobe House, (double) rents for $45, Price
5,000
the teacher, but give them the ability who is stationed at Cerrillos, is in the up
rolls somewhat and find some more
trees, chicken house and yard. Adobe barn in need of repairs. Two
to help the boys and the girls of this city today.
in the assess-- :
hundred dollars added to purchase price of this property in way of
FOR SALE-RAN- CH
PROPERTY
inconsistencies
glaring
M.
Rio
Arriba
A. Gonzales, clerk of
county to become more etllcient. He
2 Ranches in the Tesuque Valley
repairs and improvements will greatly enhance value.
menls, when some one reminded the
emphasized the need of physical as county, returned to his home at
chamber that the report of the com-10 Ranches in the Espanola Valley
well as mental 'efficiency in the trainthis morning.
Price, $1,825.00. Reasonable Terms.
mittee should be acted on first. This
3 Large Qrants in the State
children.
our
of
an
of
II.
ing
George
Hunker,
attorney
not
Jose Sena, president of the city the Meadow City, Is in the city today v.mb done and tiie report was
Room Modern Brick Cottages
POP ppNT ' 2, Four Room
B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
tabled but was accepted by the chain-of education then made a short from Las Vegas.
board
cottasre
Modern
Brick
Fjve
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
talk bringing out the need of imparMrs. R. T Young and Donald Young her.
The chamber then discussed the tax
tiality in the school room, and also of Las Cruces, are spending a few
ixi
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE, HA V WARD HAS IT.
mutter and the motion which was
spoke of the Importance of pennian- - days in the city.
made and afterwards withdrawn by
T ship, and that it was becoming a for
L. U. Prince has reached Denver on his way home from an General Clancy was renewed by Fran(C. A. BISHOP)
gotten accompiiBiiment.
."Manette Myers, state superin- extended visit in the east and expects cis C. Wilson, and the motion was car
Miss
BONDS-LOANS
INSURANCE
SURETY
t ied.
This brought out an extended
tendent of industrial education visit- lo be in Santa Pe in a few day ?.
ed the institute and was much pleasPhone, 189 J.
George H. Hunker, the well known debate, and when it developed that
ed with the work done along industrial lawyer of Las Vegas, Is in the city, lliete was a good deal of feeling on
Santa Fe, New Mexico- 119 San Francisco St., :
WHY BE BAKED
lines.
shaking hands with his many friends the part of some members upon the
1 1 I I MM I
I
I
1M
H
II
tHMIII
Miss Alice C. Kobb of Pennsylvania, here and transacting business.
subject of probing into the returns.
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
has been a guest in Santa Fe for sev- - Mrs Hllgh Gim0re of Buena Vista made by some properly owners, even J
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol? Ihaveafine
an
was
erai waeus,
interested visitor Loma entertained at cards Monday those w ho had championed the motion
assortment of the Sterneau " Inferno," all high-grathis morning.
(evening, the gathering being an in-- j were willing to have it rescinded, and j J
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
iiiss i.anota Annuo, wno was arornml one two tabies bphlg (ill(!d
on motion of .ludge Lorin C. Collins!
and
the percolators which will make a cup
meal,
member of the institute last year.
iB
Mjss 0raoe ,,anna
convalescing the matter was laid on the table after
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
was welcomed this morning as a
MlBg Hau. the motion had been so rescinded.
a (wo WBeks. ,
'
Itor.
na will take a triD in a few davs. and
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
'
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
H. C. VONTZ, JEWELER,
Prof. J. A. Wood and .Misses Kran-wIpro,hIy go east to visit friends, HOPE TO IDENTIFY DEAD
ces and Esther Barry were among
of
Davi(,
McKnight,
BY
MAN
superintendent
FINGER PRINTS
those inspecting the work of the in- - the raiiway mail service for the south,
Pueblo, Colo., .Tune
Finger
stitute this morning.
Iwe8t) wlth headquarters at El Paso, is
of a dead man were taken here
prints
... d..v ln
in
other
visitors
Among
tnp ,,j(v on D,.si. today in the
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best iailce were: Mrs. C. A.
hope that he may be iden
Post, Mrs. nSR
tified by this means. The man was
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
K. H. Broowes,
Mrs. ,T. A. Burton.
Miss .Tosie Hersch who has beeni found dead near this city a few days
Willie Read and A. O. Kspinoza.
in Aucalde,
returned last. lajro an( from tatoo marks on his body
visiting
A meeting of the Santa Fe County
accompanied by Mrs. Elins it is believed he was a soldier or a
104 DON GASPER ST.
Telephone 9 W Teachers' association was held today. evening who
will remain a few days marine.
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
Copies of the finger prints
The regular business of the associa- aClark, of the Hersch home,
taken on zinc were sent to the war
guest,
tion was transacted and the following
John J. Kelly of Silver City, Grand department today to be compared
officers were elected for the ensuing
of the Masonic order of New with those of the department which
Lecturer
year:
vice Mexico, is in the cty., and lectured 'contains the print of all enlisted men
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable RePresident. Manuel Lilian;
last evening to the master masons of jsince 1904.
or-- !
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
the
of
the
the
Cathedral
at
secretary, Miss Louise Dockweiler; der. city
treasurer, Ramon Gonzales.
SADDLE POMES.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
PROMPT SERVICE.
A committee of five on resolutions
George S. ISlount and wife and J. H.
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
was appointed, composed of Mrs. .1. P. Jones and wife and Miss Jones, are
V, Conway, Charles Gooch, Miss Ade-lin- in the city from Albuquerque, Messrs.
Round Trip Excursion Fare,
Lorenzo, Ramon Quintana and Blount and Jones are Buick agents
for New Mexico, and will open a sales
Pedro 'Trujillo.
LIFE,
business of the meeting being room here.
The
Fe
to Salt Lake City, Utah,
Santa
Miss Helen Rapp, daughter of Mr.
completed the association adjourned
GLASS
and proceeded to listen to and enjoy and Mrs. I. H. Rapp, of Palace avelaud law, nue, entertained some 14 of her young
a debate on the
ev- The Best That Can be Bought)
ACCOUNT ANNUAL CONVENTION
discussed by Charles Gooch and Man- friends yesterday afternoon, thebirth-AT ANY PRICE
uel. Lu.ian. It was handled in a very ent being in honor of hpr twelfth
able manner and proved to be a very day. The occasion' was an enjoyable
We Can Save You Money.
Interesting feature. Following their one, and the young miss received the Take no chances on either
of
a
amount
will
small
when
many
friends.,
NATIONA L EDUCATIONAL
give
discussion, Senator Catron was ask- congratulations
Telephone a Trial Order. Phone 214 J.
Mr. and Mrs. W, H. Hahn, who
ed to give an explanation of the law,
you the protection that you
We Buy and Sell for Cash.
of
home
at
been
have
the
visiting
which he did lucidly and Interestingneed, and when you do use in7-1their daughter, Mrs. F. K. N'uding, surance
as
is
2,
iy.
it
get the best,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
-:- WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
left today by automobile for Las Ve-- ;
and
for a the cheapest,
will remain
where
gas,
they
SMUT DISCOVERED
were accom-ALWAYS SEE
Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
1913.
DATES OF SALE JULY
IN
WHEAT. couple of weeks. They
A usual morning
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Is This a Bargain? ...
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Six-roo-
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O. C. WATSON & CO. i
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CORRICIC LIVERY BARN

vis-lnft-

:

n

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

attend-!8Delulin-

THE STAR BARN
GENERAL LIVERY

Denver &Rio Grande fl.R.

INSURANCE

a

$34.50

FIRE,
PLATE

Hay, Grain M Flour

anti-alie-

1

j

ASSOCU

1913.

July

4, 5, 6,

NEBRASKA

panied by Mrs. Nuding and Miss Ade- laide Hahn, who returned home this
Lincoln, Neb., June 26. Farm Dem- afternoon in the Clossou car.
onstrator Leibers of the University
Hugh F. DuVal of Miami, Florida,
of Nebraska, reports the discovery of is the suest of his sUkeir., Mrs. T. A.
considerable smut in the oat crop of Hayden. Mr. DuVal is well knowu
He estimates here,
Gage county, Nebraska.
having formerly resided in San- the damage from five to 15 per cent ta Fe. He is interested in and the
on the crop in that section of tlie!alrnt of the Florida everglades,
country, which is only a small part of vvli ioli have recently been put upon
the state production.
the market and where many fruit
been pur-- !
ranches have recently
chased.

FINAL RETURN LIMIT, OCTOBER 31.
Allowed In Both Directions

Stop-Ove- rs

Within Final Limit.

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

School of
IWrS.

j&sJk

THE AMERICAN

.

I

Dancing Diriment

TeStS ClaSSeS Id firemen

S Hall

Judge John R. McFio returned last
light from a business trip to St. Louis,

reunion In
followed by a
Children's Class Begins Friday, June 20. 3 P. M Chicago, during which he spent a
8
Adult Practice (Mass
couple of days with his daughter,
Assembly HecinsFriday, June 30.9 to 11.30 P.M Jlary, who left for that City last week,
..Private lessons. Funny Dancing Taught. iaud his so iTohn JlcKiewho graduat- i
cii frnrn tho TTtiivprsitv
of iM
'
f "est tl
itl.is spring and who will not return
to Santa Fe this summer but will re- KAUHE
H.
imain In the summer school at Ann
Arbor.
Miss Manette Myers, " superintendGoverns
the Price
Where Quality
in the
ent of industrial education
state department of publici instrucr. and Price the Quality
tion, returned last evening' from a
trip throughout the state having visited some eleven county Institutes.
n
Miss Myers reports that the Industrial
work as well as other work in the
Institutes is progressing nicely, the
attendance at these institutes ln nearThe
ly every instance being large.
normal schools have a.n enrollment,
Are now as low
this year nearly twice as large as
that of last year and the, biggest ever
in price as they
known in the history Of New Mexico.
will be this season
J. H. Morley, brother of Prof. S. G.
11
Morley, who spent last' summer in
17
Santa Fe, is now In Auganqueo, state
you
give
of Michoacan, Mexico, according to a
Ii
letter received today by; his brother
in this city. The letter states that the
white men and the trusted native emPniSEAVING--jlND---CMNIployes of the mine have formed a defensive brigade, of 16 men all armeff
with high power rifles, and are ready
for any trouble that may arise. There
il
have been disturbances all around, but
b far no harm has been done In their
;.: Lower In price. Imper- Immediate neighborhood.- - Morley Is
lal Valley" Cantaloupes.
working for the American Smelting &
defining company.
These are always fine.
O, C. Emblem took a party to San
Juan pueblo last Tuesday to witness
the annual dance of that community
of Indians. The day was an ideal one,

8

S.

CC.

power of first-claonly realized the business-buildin- g
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and We advise
to
us
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
your order now for
And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
ss

100

efficient,

you would specify

CANTALOUPES

COUPON BOND
.

,,(Fc-Sim-

Jl

Wajer-Marl-

...

The Pe Luxe Business Paper
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality- -'

Watermelons
it

AND PEACHES,
'
OR

'.

.'.

'."

PLUMS, ETC.
t!
V

character impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive:
H. S. KAUNE 5 GO.
Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference. Let us show you samples.
ixfitre" - Prices " '
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, AGENT.
Foe Sflte. Oualltv

Rt"

Office

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., - - 116 Galisteo St.

United Stales Bank Building
(FIRST FLOOH)

'

Insur- the
I

who has purchased
- D I

A

1

A

Harvey Agency. Strong lines,

good companies, good'protection

r uxrsinjnnruirunnsinjiuunjnTLfi

the big Stanley steamer leaving here
6:30 in the morning and returning
The
at about nine in the evening.
party consisted of Dr. Herbert Spin- den, R. P; Fullerton. Miss Church,
Miss Ethel Church, Miss Dora' Fisher,
Mrs. S. T. Blake,
Payne,

aHENR Y KRICKes--

5

DISTRIBUTOR OF

seml-ramll-

BLACKBERRIES

IF YOU BUSINESS MEN

IIHIIIIMIIIttllll

FRANK M. JONES,

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.

THE
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COMPANY
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Mrs. Warner

SUMMER TOURIST

Is now furnishing us
with her fresh HOME
MADE BREAD and
ROLLS, PIES, COF-FE- E
CAKES, LAYER
CAKES, Etc., every

hour in the day. If
you have tried them
we need say no more,
but if you have not,
get busy, you don't
know what you have
been missing.

Fresh Vegetables Daily
We save yon moneyon
STRAWBERRIES

FOR

PRESERVING.

RATES
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,
TO- -

Denver,

.

Pueblo,

.

....

51.85 St. Louis,
47.35
51.85 Buffalo, N. Y., . . 66.45
St. Paul, .
78.85 Atlantic Citv, . . 79.35
New York,
On sale daily June 1st to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
3 1st, except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
return limit is 60 days from date of sale
.

Chicago,

OALIFORlsriA
Cee ee
yc cc
90.00
SAN FRANCISCO.

LOS ANGELES,

SAN DIEGO,

On sale daily,

at

FINE CANDIES

Miss Mabel Davis, and Mirs. E. H. 5
Brooks. ' They took their lunch an t
on the return stopped at Pojoaque,
and the entire trip was a delightful
lne- - They witnessed two dances, one
,
fc
knit tho
i lit i
tuv Vnil,..
gi.CU j111 mc iiivi..l'
in the afternoon. i'
i m onnn ruvm

6:

SAN DIEGO,

CAft CC
9"ffOD

SAN FRANCISCO,
OAKLAND,

31st, UIJ

CcA CC
VW.OD

Dates of sale, June 30, July 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. Return limit. August 31st.
Also on sale August 22, 23,24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29. Return limit, Oct. 22, 1913.
on sale

SUMMER TOURI5T RATES
to many other points in the United States and Canada.

For further particulars call on or address.

H. S. LUTZ, Agt.,
luuuuuuuuwut uvfB

O.OO

OAKLAND,

June 1st to Sept. 30th, Wl Return limit, October
SPECIAL EXCURSIONS

LOS ANGELES,

Miss-Hatt-

ub

$21.10 Colorado Springs, $18.15
16.35 Salt Lake, Ogden, 40.00
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Need a rest after a famous Pecos river, the Hudson of
strenuous year's work? Here's the New Mexico.
Among the visitors this week might
place for you.
Want to have a good time in God's be mentioned Mrs. A. M. Loomis, Mrs.
Want to fish? J. H. Happer, Mrs. W. B. Latta, Mrs.
great
Ride horseback? Like good sport in Roxie Loomis, W. B. Latta and chauthe open?
ffeur, of El Paso, who are touring
Come to Valley Ranch, the Switzer- New Mexico in their Winton Six. They
land of America, on the baflks of the are all most enthusiastic in theil
Are you tired?
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credit.
We cordially invite you to open a checking account
sure you every courtesy and accommodation
compatible
principles of sound banking.
Four per cent Interest paid on Time Deposits.
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BUSINESS' OFFICE 286
TAXATION AGAIN.

comOue thing was lully and dearly demonstrated at the chamber of
merce meeting on Tuesday night, and that was that the New Mexico tax law
demands or the
fe a poor, decrepit, worn out affair, In no way meeting the
necessities of the present day.
"
of
This was recognized by everyone last winter except by the members
was efficacious
effort
from
quarter
or
any
no
and
argument
the legislature,
to the extent
in getting the statesmen Interested in this important matter
'
m
:.','.
of doing anyhing worth while.
The remarks made at the chamber of commerce meeting Indicated that
state tax commisthe drift of. sentiment was toward the establishment of a
Wisconsin and
eastern
in
states,
effective
notably
as
has proven
sion such,
of the tax rate,, more money
Michigan, where, with an actual reduction
has come into the treasury.
was the result of much
Attorney General Clancy' drafted a biir Which
Mexico statesmen did
New
the
but
on
long experience,
study and was based
of
not seem to think it worth their time to consider anything that might be
,

,

things are all good and a part of any
well organized celebrations, but they
are In no sense novel.
SLtSlI
My idea is, that we would do well
to give the people of the east who will
be here on that day, something typi
Eleanor Mint.
cal of the west, something that would
Look here, girls:
itself on their memory
youngest photograph
Miss Eleanor
Wilson,
and that they would tall about when
evolved
has
of
the president,
daughter
back among their friends.
they
the new drink known by her name. ThegotIndian dances are good as a
I'se the following:
feature, but you and I know what will
Three fingers of chocolate syrup. happen. Our guests will have to take
A dash of mint.
chances, big chances, of seeing them
A filler of charged water.
at all. Our own people, who have seen
A block of dlsque glace.
these dances again and again, will
A double portion of whipped cream. crowd about the place where the danA sprinkle of Jeraldlined nuts.
ces are given and pack viewpoints un
Maraschino cherries.
til a sight of the dance is impossible
of those an those whom we are anxious to
I don't know what some
things in this feminine drink are, hutihave see this exhibition will not get
l know how mint
tastes in a Julep much of a show.
A parade is different.
It could be
and that part of Eleanor's libation has
a refreshing sound.
easily seen along the line of march,
One thing the present administra- and no pageant of the west is more
tion has done besides starting a lobby attractive or more typical than a line
investigation. It has brought out some of Indian horsemen.
new drinks. Bryan has a harmless
Once In a lifetime Is all that our
rickev named after him and now we eastern friends can expect to view a
hi.ve this Eleanor mint. It seems as scene like this and I feel that it would
it all the drinkable things on earth be a good Investment on our part. I
had been mingled in some way and have heard a number of citizens
all possible combinations had press this view and say that they wish
been exhausted when one considers some arrangement could be made by
intro-sodthe concoctions that flow from the which an Indian parade could be
to
We
persons
are
get
we
trying
but
have
grown
to;duced.
fountain,
believe that anything can come out of from the east interested in the west
Is so different from the east in
Washington, though up to the present which
time no one would have thought of u its possessions.
There is nothing that we could ofsoft drink emanating from that parthat would touch this feature from
fer
ticular quarter.
the
point of a novel attraction.
It only goes to show, however, that
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is on the broad highway to success
and then it acquires from actual experience a knowledge of industry essential to growth and development.
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EDITOR WHITE

The Montezuma Hotel

SPEAKS HIS MIND
WILLIAM

MISREPRESENTED,
SAYS

WHAT

TION

IN WASHINGTON

HE MEANS

MAN IN EITHER

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

ALLEN WHITE

-- NEW
NO

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

SITUA-

SPOKES-

HOUSE.

June

D. C.,

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

When
William Allen White, the famous editor of the Emporia Gazette, who is

Washington,

2G.

also the Progressive national commitmmmmmmmmmmamm
teeman from Kansas, returned to his
liorne a few days ago after an extended visit to California, he talked poli'
''
:
',"
r ;;
benefit, to the people...
tics a little for publication and, in the
i
i was particularly strong during
The general impression lias beeiv,-u-nd
course of his interview, made some
to
legislation
was
any
the
opposed
lobby
the session of the legislature, that
complimentary remarks about PresiCHARLEY GANN, Prop'r
dent Wilson. With characteristic
along the line of just and equalized taxation.
In
i
Washington,
Even though it seemed difficult to discover any lobby
a
of the reacnumber
ins.d-tousilhere was no doubt that one existed here, and while It may have been
tionary newspapers, both Democrats
European Plan.
, it was
like the one charged with an existence In the national capita
and Republican, while purporting to
Meals
At All Hours.
the
for
lobby
seemed
necessary
it
Mr. White's interview, so garblikewise, brazen, coarse and bullying when
report
in ConnecchamRooms
the
Elegant
legislative
to adopt such tactics. It stalked shamelessly through
led or distorted what he had really
Steam
tion.
Heat,
and it did not care to have any
members
1uid
bers, buttonholing
said as to create an entirely false ImElectric Lights and Baths.
iratlical change in taxation methods.
made
it
that
pression.
They
appear
it' was suggested at the chamber of commerce meeting that "we elect
Mr. White had expressed the convicRATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY.
of
:men to the legislature who will Btand for a just taxation law," and back
tion that the Democratic party, under B 241 San Francisco Street.
B
'movement of this kind the chamber must stand.
the leadership of Wilson and Bryan, II
Near S. W. Corner Plaza, g
mem-- ;
comes,
every
time
the
when
would become the progressive party
Most devoutly is it to be hoped that
wmmmmmmmmmammmmmM
for the .mo- r. new view of things seems to be held
cf the country. Mr. White thereupon
her of the chamber of commerce will remember this, and. that,
choose
to
somedesire
of
the
and
EDITORS.
that
even in Washington
AMONG THE
ment they will forget the ties of party and think only
his own paper an editorial in
wrote
'
"
" '""'
thing else can really be used there
men who will stand square.
which he made perfectly clear his ibe- ,."'-- '
should tor drinking purposes beside Potomac
state
of
the
the
and
people
Be Lawyers.
lief
that the Progressive party offers
CHRISTIAN
That is the solution of the tax question,
'
water and booze.
,
Want to go to congress young man? the only hope the country has for a
:v
remember it and act accordingly.
'
Here, In this Eleanor drink, is offer- Then study law. There are 200 law- - genuinely progressive homogeneous
;.
Q
ENDEAVOR
ed something out of the old order and yer8 jn the house of representatives in political organization.
and
clubs
at
use
for
senators
of
74
bridge
the
and
Washington
Under the caption of "The ImpossiCONVENTION
when oistingue
and in addition, it bears ais0 belong to the same profession.
new political situations and changes in administrations
FXs In all are
ble Democrats," Mr. White Baid:
and afternoons;
rife
are
to
results
as
to
seems
fee
to
the Washington brand which
inaugurated, speculations
Socorro Chieftain,
tew policies
"As a party of progress, the Demo'
be considered
more or loes interesting.
especially
grand inj
,r
Too.
Editors
cratic
party is impossible. It is con- - SundavSchoolAssociation
and
the
of things,
U
canta re, tuougii personally, mere are
Howfiv-- P- - , ff BUEar meat. w00i and Kittutlnnnliv
It may be that President Wilson; so long the judge
nf
nartv
It
as
'
"
act
""u""u
the custom of having others
otner cities m mis great ana glorious f Hnt paper or wood pulp are aU put holds its strength Vas a party
arbiter, does not drop easily into to
of ob
u
himself.
,
Initiative
the
attake
SANTA FE, N. M.
ours
offer
that
greater
country of
idl wethers and managers and prefers'
CR the free ,jBti editor8 may be able struction and opposition, and when it
has no tractions thau Washington.
I am willthe
at
president
least,
Y:
For
in
this occasion the Santa Fe
later
years
time
Orst
furnish
to
wear
the
for
nice
clothe8
and
in
eat
Thus
power the few strong progresgets
'
mmself and
Railway will sell tickets from all
for jeB9 sive leaders like Bryan and Wilson,
Representative oh the floor of either house. He represent This has already ing to admit that the roast oysters in thejr paper8 (o subscriber8
the
, f ,, b, k DaDer. -Ccity outclass any except!
points In New Mexico to Santa Fe
his own view of things without any assistance.
layton who for the moment happen to domiThere thosecapital
of Baltimore, but there isn't a News.
and return at one and
fart
Occasioned some restiveness. though the surprise has about subsided.
nate
to
have
wear
it,
themselves
out,
as time goes on, however, for the place on. earth where they put up a
for the round trip.
dissatisfaction
of
a
to
be
heap
not
forward
rebut pulling their
Wing of a
going
will want their say re- lobster salad like they do In Boston,
Jupe Continues.
Dates of sale, June 29th to July
Wmbers
party, long shut out from the pasture
fellow Democrats forward.
Jupiter Pluvlus continues to flirt actionary
to be adopted.
,
and
done
3rd. Return limit, July 8th, 1913.
talkuse
policies
of
what's
but
the
shall
it
O,
be,
how
thunder,
things
garding
made
so
has
far
with
but
this
section,
For particulars, see Santa Fe
ing of sueh things when a fellow is insufficient advances to be
It is not a one man job.
"The Democratic party is doomed
charged
in power is more than going home tonight to beefsteak, may
Agents.
The
Itself.
party
to
to
failure.
The
is
repeat
smiles
leader
quite apt
progressive
with an open declaration. His
History
SANTA FE, N. M.
must be admitted the ship has a strong be and Santa Ke beef steak, at that.
cn other sections of the country have ship of Wilson and Bryan must be its H. S. LITZ, Agt,
likely to get into the breakers, but it.
are
there
compensaafter
But,
all,
and able captain.
of his undoing. For if these leaders actually
fulfillment
and
been
the
open
tions In living in Santa Fe.
we suau see.
dominate the party, they will split it;
As time goes on. however, we shall see wliat.
promises have brought great Joy.
A New Censorship.
if they fail to dominate
the party,
Carrizozo
News.
...I.
M.
, To Burgess
Cargo and David
will split it.
Sooner
they
Sartorltis.
M. Denton, president of the Rochester,
WHAT WE OWE TO THE BIRDS.
is the name cr later both the straddling parties
or turkey-leg- ,
Sartoritis,
the
bill
doesn't
importation
permit
new
tariff
the
and the Democrats
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is
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'protect
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Who Rules.
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the
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Hill?
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Very
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of the Interior,
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their
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far, apparently,, President Department
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United States Land Office.
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YOUR CREDIT.

The knowledge that you have an account in this bank the oldest banking institution in New Mexico will give you a standing
among all with whom you deal that cannot be obtained otherwise.
Moreover, you can always give the bank as reference when you desire

praise of the Valley Ranch and Mr.
Latta greatly enjoyed fishing, returning to the ranch one day with a beautiful string of trout.
M. Dempsey, of Cape Gliardon, Mo.,
is here this week ,and
he is
say
from the "show me"' state, but hasn't
been shown anything as beautiful as
Valley Ranch since he left home.

Booklet Free on Request r
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BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives si
Taos at 7 (J. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding town. Wire Embudc
station.
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Go This
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Cpmplete

information

about

summer fares and train service,
'etc., sent promptly, If you

above-mention-

cross-examin-

''

Grand

fornia, the Northwest Chicago,
Adirondack!, the Northern Lake
Regions, or the Atlantic Coast
Resorts this summer?

:

all-rig-

:

Why Not Visit

1

v.-

:

Upon the correct answer to this
question will depend much of
the pleasure of your outing.
Why not avail yourself of the
assistance of the undersigned,
one of the Santa Fe's summer
tour specialists? His help will
cost you nothing, but you will
find It invaluable.

Colorado,

H.

U

S. LITZ, Afent,
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A Human Match Factory.

STATES

matches. PhosThe body contains phosphorus sufficient to make 483,000
ded
the
among
elements
composing
of
fourteen
one
is
phorus
perfect health of body
bones, flesh, nervous system and other organs The
come
from
elements
These
the
elements.
requires a perfect balance of the and distributes them.
food we eat the stomach extracts
But if stomach Is deranged the balance of health is destroyed and the
blood does not carry the proper elements to the different organs, and there
trouble. Pain is the hungry cry of
is blood trouble nerve trouble-he- art
starved organs. Put the liver, stomach and organs of digestion and nutrition into a condition of health. That is just what is done by

IT APPEARS IN THE

DR. PIERCE'S

AND CAMEL IN

DISCOVERY

which has been so favorably known for over 40 years. It is now put up in
tablet form, as well as liquid, and can be obtained of medicine dealers
everywhere or by mail by sending 50 cents in lc stamps for trial box
address R.V. Pierce, M. D., Buffalo, N.Y.

CASE-JA-

CREASINGREMAINS

TORY

-

kZ3

WEST VIRGINIA

FOREIGN TRADE

PAN

IN-

OF HORSE

ALASKAN

ROOSEVELT'S

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

You Need a Tonic

AN ISSUE

body-dlw-

QOLDEN MEDICAL

BlMHHHHHH1
VI

RIGHTS

TERRI-

LAWYERS

TAKE NO PAY.
I!

A

There are times in every woman's life when she
needs a tonic to help her over the hard places.
When that time comes to you, you know what tonic
to take Cardui, the woman's tonic. Cardui is composed of purely vegetable ingredients, which act
gently, yet surely, on the weakened womanly organs,
and helps build them back to strength and health.
It has benefited thousands and thousands of weak,
ailing women in its past half century of wonderful
success, and it will do the same for you.
You can't make a mistake in taking

MASONIC.
Montezuma
No. 1, A. F.

WANTS

Lodge
& A. M.

WAN TBI)
ply Mrs. A.

Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic
HaJl at
7:30.
E. R. PAUL, W. M.

I

CHAS. E. LIN.VEY,

A
IS.

competent

cook,

Ap

Kenehun.
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rooms. Call at New State Cite
! furnished
FOR R KNT
ting room and lied room,

Secretary.
i

Ave.
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2i

j,
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1, R. A. M.
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second
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at Masonic Hall at ply to I). h LOWItSKl.
7:

lit)

m.

p.
ROOMS FOR MKN Newly furnish(By Gilson Gardner. J
J. A. MASSIF,
and airy, shower bath, use of
D.
SENSE
MEDICAL ADVISER
THE COMMON
C, June
Washington,
'ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
H.P.I ed, linlit Mrs.
A. K. F. Robinson, corner
library.
of states rights lias come upj
is a book of JOOS pages handsomely bound In cloth treats
doctrine
Secretary.
of Phyxlologv -- Hygiene, Anatomy, Medicine and is a complete
Grant and Johnson. Phone 270 J.
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in
effort
of
an
the
obstacle
lis
nd
Home Physician-Se31, lc (tamps to R.VfierccBuffalo.N.Y.
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giess to deal with the West Virginia1
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The
senate committee
situation.
fourth Mon- Cleaned, adjustea ana repalrefl. New
would like to do something to enforce:
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Ribbons and supMiss Amelia Wilson, R. F. D. No. 4,' Alma, Ark.,
the guarantees of the federal consti-- '
,i day in each month at platens
Typewriters sold, exebcanged
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nition which ure supposed to insure;
says: "I think Cardui is the greatest medicine on earth,
and lented. Standard makes handled.
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power
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nervous, and had such awful dizzy
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GRIFFIN,
horse, armed with a pitchfork and
Loaned His Boots.
this, but since the reconstruction!
spells and a poor appetite. Now I feel as well and
Phone 231 W.
for the purpose of "taking it days when the federal
as strong as I ever did, ant! can eat most anything."
government!
Thursday evening Just alter our
Santa Fe Lodge of Per-- !
little rain four traveling salesmen got out of Senor Bull"' He got the worst of etter the Civil war, sent an army into
A GREAT MONEY MAKER
Begin taking Lamm today, bold by all dealers.
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FOR AGENTS,
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or
the
wall,
guns
Directly
take Lydia
just
promply attended day
night.
9
westbound.
No.
1
field
remnants
of
Pickett's
us.
on
men
with
the
looked
before
Foley Kidney pills
s'de the "bloody angle" my
the ground that hand
out over the
Compound.
know not what is in them. Foley division when the Confederates came was amazed to see the Confederate counted the bodies of 600 Confeder- - i to If a. m
2 to 4 p. m
7 to 8 p. m
tbey
arrive Santa Fs 12:30
doubt
Returning,
the
slightest
If yotrJiave
onward ates.
a. m.
sweeping
inkham's Vegeta- & Co. guarantee them to be a pure tumbling over the wall after Pitckett's line advancing,
that Xydia J vhrtll
write curative medicine, specially prepared heroic charge across the open space across the field, a full division, which
elo you,
It will not pay you to waste youi
The fact that I was not wounded
ble Compound
.
Av- iki&uiv and bladder ailments and between
to Lydia E.Pinkliam mean-mecthe Confederate and Union we learned later was the gallant Pick- was simply luck. I was right there time writing out your legal forms Call
e.
ior
(confidential) Lynn,Ma8S.,
irregularities. Tn,ey ' do not contain lines on the afternoon of July 3, 1S63. ett's. On it came, gaining; speed as it every minute with men falling all when you get them already printed
Your letter will be opened, habit
forming drugs.
!ry them- - The
woman,
a
Battery A took the brunt of Pick- - advanced, while up and down tb! nbout me and with the air full of shells at the New Mexican Printing
answered
by
read and
,
and bullets.
capital
confidence.
Pharmacy.
iett's
, jt
charge. At the beginning of the Union line not a shot was fired.
In
strict
held
and
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Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Help build up Denver by buying Denver bread.
BliT

YOU CAN HBT

JUST AS

DJ
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Dnra.ant9finN Kelvin
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V1'
to
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elation from New Mexico in now as-- :
sured, from reports that are coming
into the office of the state superintendout of public instruction.
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phone and Telegraph company and
file same with this commission,
and
upon receipt of which we will submit
the matter to the Mountain States
people asking them to satisfy the
complaint or answer thereto.
j
in
Upon receipt of such answer,
case they have not so satisfied the
complaint, we will call a hearing upon the matter, at which time evidence
will be heard from both parties, and
the order of this commission issue

REVISION
ON

?

MADE
CURRENCY BILL

'

Washington. D. C June 26 A, filial
y
of the admtfnistration
bill was made today by Repre
la .hunt rfu.rtl.l.i.
....... a.
Hl
,pi,v,i.
i0D work,
286. t If tentative Glass. The original provision
call up
Lou wj8h t0 please
s
k t0 the editor or fliv. for the retirement ot present national
jank notes, and their replacement by
any ne ws, please phone ""31
new federal reserve notes, in addition
Santa
Fe
will celebrate, the to the $300,000,000 of reserve notes
Sure,
authorized by the bill, was replaced.
Fourth.
provision allowing country banks
Scouts
Boy
Attention Regular The
to deposit a part of their reserves was
meeting aim drill in charge of an ex:
and the federal national banks
perieucea drillinaster Friday, June revised,
were given the authority to fix the
27th at 7 p. m. at the scout roonis
FOR SALE All kinds of building fate of discount, subject to the approval of the federal reserve board.
lumber. 314 Galisteo street.
National bank notes now outstand- Lost Bunch of keys oh'' circular
ng would be retired . within a maxi
ofkey ring. Return to New Alexica'n
mum of twenty years. Additional re- ' ' '"""
fice and receive reward-.'Dance Tonight The' dance tor be ?rve currency might be issued about
given by the Woman's Board ; 6'f the $500,000,000 limit to take their
Trade will take place at the library )lace.
Chairman Glass declared no change
this evening, tickets 5f cents, but. no
in the provision for the Size and aprefreshments are to be served,
"
The Opportunte Time to do your pointment of the federal reserve board
preserving, canning, etc., has arrived V ould be made.
and Kaune & Co., can give you he
'"The board will consist of seven
berries, etc., at the loweBt prices they Members to be appointed by the preswill reach this year. See the new ad ident,.' he said, "as
.originally proposed.
t
I don't think the
today.
president would sign
B.
B.
sooner
B.
The
you buy a
Pipe ji bill with any other provision in it.
and cake box tobacco.1 the sooner you J"he federal reserve board will remain
will have pipe satisfaction. Zook's
institution."

The

a formal complaint
cmtieK
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LOCAL ITEMS.
'
IN TELEPHONING
'
New Mexican, if your- - business

SfeVisloii

cur-i-en-

113...

Best Assorted Line of
Floss

Embroidered

In White

and Colors, both in Silk and Cotton ; also Crochet Cotton. D. M.
C, Royal Society, and Princess.
Linen. Art Center
Stamped
pieces, Scarfs,

eta

MISS A. MUGLER

SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
Admitted to Practice.
Lawrence F. Lee of Albmiuertue,
'Are you
and Donald Young of L:is t'ruces
of the
tion to. the recommendation
graduates this spring from the Yale
law school, were admitted to practice
smate finance committee majority
before the Supreme Court and the
for a countervailing duty on wheat and
4
4
United States District Court today.
was afoot today when the Demoliour
Judge Johu K. McFie made the motion, thereafter.
caucus resumed work on the
cratic
We realize that this is an import
on which the two young men were
tariff bill.
Mr. Lee is a nephew
of ant subject and, therefore, trust that
admitted.
Schedules remaining today to be
drawn
Harry Lee, clerk of the federal court. you will have your petition
of compassed on besides agriculture were
covering all the grounds
silks, liquor, pulp and paper, sundries
plaint which ' your company has
CONDEMNATION SUIT.
and the free list. It Ts believed, howThe United States vs. the Pueblo against the Mountain States Telephone
ever that all can be disposed of by
of Sia is the title of a suit filed In the and Telegraph company.
we are,
tomorrow, when the administrative
Awaiting
reply,
your
federal district court this morning.
features and income tax may be taken
Very respectfully,
The action is brought to condemn a
COMMISSTATE CORPORATION
up.
small parcel of land In the pueblo on
r :
SION,
which the government intends to erect
NOTICE!
a school house. Similar action has By HUGH H. WILLIAMS, Chairman.
The collector oi internal revenue
been taken in the case of most of the
Since the above was written the folgovernment
again calls attention to the fact that li'.:
pueblos in New Mexico, following out
'.'
Pharmacy.
censes of all retail and wholesalers la
the policy of the Indian service in lowing letter has been received by
Museum
to
Visitors
Visitors
the
NON-KIN- K
commission citl OOD OF ALL KINDS
liquor, rectifiers and dealers lh malt
doing everything possible to educate the state corporation
Archaeological School and. Museum of
MAY' GO ON FREE LIST. liquors and corporation taxes must be
ing more complaints and the following New Mexico
the Indians.
O. Bazet, j
were
yesterday
; Washington,
answer has been sent by the state cor- of
D. C, June 26. Opposi paid on or before the 30th day of June.
Chihuahua,' Mexico;:. X J. Quintan-ilia- ,
poration commission to the Postal
Surety Company Must Make Good,
of Trinidad, and J. F. Regan of
is the best that can
Mt. Sterling, Illinois.
The Globe Surety company, of Kan- Telegraph company:
be produced. It is
Denver, Colo., June 23, 1913.
Two
sas
Committee
City, which furnished a bond of
.Meetings The
made by the Boston
Commission of
wtt iiitrmuci Ditii wilt ificei
$20,000 for the American Bank and State Corporation
Woven Hose& RubIi.uiiuuilcci
Ti'ust company of Clovis, recently deof commerce rooms
ber Co., the largest
Santa Fe, N. M.
afternoon at five o'clock, and the
this
in order to handle state funds,
funct,
NON-KINK
in the world.
will have to come through for the Gentlemen:
committee on public funds and utill- is a superior
I would refer you to my letter of ties at
state. Recently the state treasurer
eight o'clock this evening.
moulded pure
ly
drew a check on the Clovis concern June 10th, 1913, with respect to dis
Arrange to spend the Fourth at
Para Rubber.
for $3,6S9.74, which check was re crimination by the Mountain States Santa Fe.
the Telephone and Telegraph company
turned,, protested and unpaid,
Meeting of Choir There will be a
endorsement stating that the bank against the Postal Telegraph-Cablmeeting of the Scottish Rite choir at
had closed and was in the. hands of company and in favor of the Western the Cathedral Sunday afternoon at,. 4
Red Color ;
the state bank examiner, whereupon Union Telegraph company, and cull o'clock, to rehearse the music for the
and a Popular
the state falls back on the Globe your attention to the fact that between Sunday school convention, and all
Seller with
Surety company to make good the June 2. 1913, and June 7. 1913, our members of the choir 'are'
requested
us for 5 years.
'
"
loss.
manager at Albuquerque made IS tests to be present.
Fully GuarFOR RENT Desirable 'suite office
ot telephone calls, using the word
'
anteed and
Fourth Day of Trial.
telegram" or the expression "I want rooms fn Capital City Bank building.
an Extra Good
''l"
to send a telegram," and in each in- Joseph B. Hayward, Mgr.'
the
of
in
The fourth day
the trial
'
Quality.
Camp Girls Attention' The memcase of Garcia vs. Garcia closed today stance the telephone operator connectwith Mrs. Bessie Wilson still on the ed the caller with the Western Union bers of Troop B are requested" to
meet at the residence of their guardstand and still on direct examination. Telegraph company.
As suggested In my former letler, ian. Miss Alice Kaune, at 9 a. m., Fri
Apparently the attorneys for the plain
tiff are developing the associations be- thiB practice of the telephone company day, June 27th, prepared for an all
tween herself and the late E. G. Gardiscriminatory as against the day outing. The camp fire girls are
cia chronically for on the first day she Postal, and I feel that you should have asked to bring the ceremonial cos;.'
was on the stand, letters and transac- these additional instances so that you tumes..
vjbrick, modern, close in, large!
tions in 190fe occupied most of the may see that the practices complained
"1 have had. this
time; yesterday, 1905 was the date of of are being constantly employed by lot, $3000.00.
,rf
wagon twenty-tw- o
years, and
modern brick, close in, $4000.
most of the letters submitted, and the telephone company.
that time it cost me only $6.00 for repairs, and
during
to
modern,
the plaintiff
brick,
today letters written
that was for setting two tires."
Very respectfully,
in 190C and identified by her as comlirge grounds, $4000.00.
W. C. BLACK,
'And after twenty-tw- o
JOHN W. MAYES.
years of daily use in good
ing from Mr. Garcia were introduced.
Superintendent.
bad
and
and
weather
all kinds of roads, will
over
W.
From the testimony today It appears
194
Phone
Bldg..
Laughlin
N.
Santa Fe
M., June 25, 1913.
that she had been in a business col Mr. W. C. Black, Supt.,
put this wagon against any new wagon of another
Junior Auxiliary Members of the
make that you can buy today."
Junior Auxiliary of the Church of the
lege at Denver during 1906. sent there
PoBtal Telegraph-CablCompany,
Invited to meet at
are
by the deceased wool dealer. It was
Faith,
Holy
"Studebaker wagons are built of
Colo.
lumber
Denver,
also brought out that he had visited Dear Sir:
the plaza promptly at a quarter beand tested iron and steel. Even the paint and varnish
,'.
ConDenver during her stay there, during
fore three Saturday afternoon.
This acknowledges
are subjected to a laboratory test to insure wearing
your of June
which visits they had stopped at the
with additional data with refer- veyances will be in waiting to take
23rd,
qualities."
same hotel and occupied
the same ence to
them
to
Miss
the
residence
of
..Helen
discrimination by the Moun"No wagon made is subjected to as many tests or is more
room. Frequent mention was made in
Dunbaugh, south of town.
carefully made than a Studebaker.. You can buy them of Studethe letters of her going to work in tain States Telephone and Telegraph
Our tooth brushes represent ex
baker dealers everywhere."
Mr. Garcia's office as soon as her company in fay;or of the "Western treme values.
They are carefully
"Don't listen to the dealer who wants to sell you a cheap
Union
company
Telegraph
al-against
business education was completed,
made.
Bristles will not come
wagon, represented to be 'just as good' as a Studebaker."
wrote
on
we
..As
company.
your
W. Q. SARGENT,
you
best' 'imthough she did not start in in the the 23rd it will be
buy them direct fo
Farm wagons, trucks, dump wagons and carts, delivery
necessary for you porters.. Zook's Pharmacy. r'n '
fall of 1906 as she had intended to do,
buggies, surreys, depot wagons
wagons,
and harness of all kinds
file
to
a
formal
petition covering this
W. H. MENDENHALL,
of the same high standard as the Studebaker vehicles.
because, as she testified, she felt that
Masonic School State Grand Lec
The complaint and fqr your guidance we turer John J.
she was not qualified as yet.
"
Kelly will have a school
Sec our Dealer or write ta.
letters introduced today were more are forwarding to you under sepa- of instructions for the local Master
amorous and tender than on previous rate cover a pamphlet governing the Masons at the hall of Montezuma
STUDEBAKER
South Bend. Ind.
The Oe Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish style and
days, and remittances were frequently method of procedure Defore this com- Lodge No. 1, south side of the Plaza,
NEW VORK
CHICAGO
DALLAS
KANSAS CITY
DENVER
mission in such cases.
enclosed.
The
plaintiff's
attorneys
MINNEAPOLIS
SALT
LAICS
AH
m.
at 4:30 and 7:30 p.
SAN FRANCISCO
CITY
today.
PORTLAND, OKE..
newly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
We shall be glad to so into tha mat6t ill have about six witnesses to Intro
Master Masons are cordially invited
duce, and the defense will have six or ter upon receipt of your petition.
papered. Many private baths and all the comto be present. Charles E. Linney,
nowis
so
It
is
it
that
seven,
Very respectfully,
said,
hotel.
forts of a first-claSecretary.
COMMIS
certain that the trial will run into STATE CORPORATION
fur-FOR RENT To gentlemen,
next week.
SION,
nislied room, all conveniences, in Cap
By HUGH H. WILLIAMS, Chair- ital
City Bank building. Joseph B.
man.
To Attend Camp of Instruction,
Mgr.
Hayward,
Under authority contained in letter.
He A crowd Of persons
Was
Who
(40229) from the Chief, Division of
were driving in on the penitentiary
Militia Affairs, dated March 14, 1913: RAILROADS
toad a night or so ago when they saw
and telegram from the same authority
FIGHT IN
a man standing near a telephone pole,
License Nomhers,
j
dated June 21, 1913, the following
Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.
FEDERAL COURTS with a mask on his face. They halted'
named officers of the New Mexico
7
' Door
Next
to
Postoffice.
their rig and proceeded to Investlgafe
National Guard will proceed from
Denver, Colo., June 26. Hearing ,ne peculiar stranger, wno SKippea.
Roswell, N. M., to Fort Riley, Kans.,
and report in person to the command. was begun today, before Judge J. A. wnen tney approached.
FOR SALE Good 6 horse-powe- r
ing officer to participate fn a camp of Riner of Wyoming in the United
instruction from July 6 to July 20, States district court here on the ap- Leffel steam engine. Good condition.
Inclusive, 1913:
plication of the Central Trust Com- Apply New Mexican Printing comSole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK F000.
First Lieutenant Willard F. Hird, pany of New York, trustee for the pany.
Tr
.,
Colorado Midland railroad, for an in
AIFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, gardea & field seeds la bulk and packages Light Battery "A."
May Enter Race Thomai.. Doran
Second Lieutenant George M. Wil junction restraining the Denver nad of the Montezuma hotel has purchas
Rio Grande Railroad company from ed a new roadster and received word
liams, Light Battery "A."
Fe
The only exclusive grain house in
Second Lieutenant Ross L. Malone, disposing of $737,000 worth of capi- last
night that it had been unloaded
RED, PINK AND
tal stock in the Rio Grande Junc- yesterday at Albuquerque. It is his
Light Battery "A."
iw
to
return
their
tion
Immediately upon
Railway company.
intention to enter it in the road race
w
uAKiLft
their stations, each of the above namDenver and Rio Grande and the the Fourth of July it .It breaks, to 8 i
The
Phone Black ed officers will submit a report, Colorado Midland
formerly were joint easily and gets to running good beto owners of the Rio Grande Junction; a fore the appointed time.
through the battery commander,
.,
this office, giving anw comments, sug short stretch of road in Colorado used
Wants Address of Mrs. Melville
gestions or criticisms which they may jointly by both roads. In 1911 the Colo- Franklin
LaFayette Melville was. kitt
desire to make. Transportation will rado Midland put up its share of th-- ed in California
several days ago, and
be furnished and the officers paid from capital stock 7371 shares with a
par the body arrived in Albuquerque this
funds allotted the state of New Mex- value of $737,000 as collateral
for a morning on No. 10. The Albuquerque
ico under Section 1661, Revised Stat- lean to
pay Interest on bonds. The Masonic lodge has been wired to lo
utes, as amended.
Upon completion stock later was sold at public auction c&te Mrs.
chilMelville, who witto-toeof their duties at Fort Riley, Lieuts. o the Denver
and Rio Grande.
dren is said to live on a ranch near Al- Hird, Williams and Malone will return
In the hearing' this morning, Attor- tuquerque. There is a report, howto their proper stations. The travel
ney C, C. Dorsey, presenting 'he case ever, that she Is visiting In Santa Fe
directed is necessary In the military for
the Central" Trust company, de- and
service.
anyone who knows of her where
clared
that his client had be. n giver, abouts
will confer a favor by: comBy command of the governor:
only five days notice of the sa!t and
with French & Lowber,
A. S. BROOKES,
municating
that the Denver and Rio Grande hm! the
undertakers who
Albuquerque
The Adjutant General, secured the
stock at a fractic .f its have
Chief of Staff.
charge of the remains.
''"
value.
actual
Official:
tt Is of paramount importance when
A. S. BROOKES,
Put the rest in the bank- vou'll find your- HI
you have a prescription filled that you
BANK ROBBER GIVES
secure drugs of known strength and
General.
Adjutant
1
In
3
of
best
trouble
the
self
HIMSELF UP WITH LOOT.
company your
We nil your prescriptions
purity.
Marshelfleld, Oregon, June 26. Ray with, the best drugs and chemicals.
lighter your purse neavier if you buy a
Regarding Hearing of Complaints.
Glendale
bank
In reply to the Postal Telegraph Diamond, the
robber, Zook's Pharmacy.
F6rd and join the happy throng of those
company, whose letter citing com- appeared in Gold Beach today and
Making the Desert Bloom Jay Tur- who Know car comfort plus service satisfacplaints against the Western Union was placed under arrest. He had the ley with three teams and five men left
tion.
Telegraph company, was published, entire amount taken from the bank, yesterday with supplies for the Arroyo
"First, figure up your weekly loss of eggs and poultry; then go to
the state corporation commission sent $3,290, in his possession.
Hondo where he will put In some 80
THE RELIABLE HARDWARE CO.; figure
Diamond walked directly to the
up the cost of a neat and
the following letter:
acres of alfalfa, forty for himself and
More than 275,000 Fords now in service
durable poultry fencing Subtract the two sums and thank me for the
court house where he was placed un
1913.
June
23,
H.
Hanna. The
convincing evidence of their wonderful
suggestion. .Now, the same idea applies to your truck garden and your
der arreBt. He said he had become forty for Judge R.
Mr. W. C. Black, Supt., Postal
property. Enough of their poultry fencing will keep your fowls properly,
In the hills where he success- Arroyo Hondo project Is proving a
lost
merit Runabout, $T25; Touring Car, $600;
Denver,
Company,
will cost very little and will be the best Investment you ever made on
great success. The time is not very
Colo.
Town Car, $800 f.o.b. Detroit, with all
fully dodged pursuers for ten days. far
when there will be a lot
the farm Figure with them on their new mesh sectional and barbed wire
distant,
He
made
no
conceal
his
to
effort
Iden
Dear
Sir
This
will acknowledge
e q ulpment. Get interesting "Ford Times"
more land taken up in that section and
fencings, you'll save trouble and money. Don't forget my address.
your letter of June 16, upon the sub tity and' offered no resistance. The
from factory, Dept. F, Detroit; Ford Motor
under
cultivation, and the present ir
was
In
shoes
his
found
money
and
of discrimination made against
ject
e
Hardware Co., Agt.
Com pany.
rigating project having proven that it
your company by the Mountain States tied in rolls around his legs.
cun
to
be
lead
made
successful,
may
Diamond walked into the Glendale
Telephone and Telegraph company.
an extension and enlargement of the
V e have
noted carefully the con bank ten days ago and forced the
WOOD-DAVI- S
CO.
tents of your letter and in order that cashier, who was well acquainted with enterprise. The desert land south and
we may get at a basis upon which to htm and thought the young fellow east of this city hag already been
Phone 14. "If It's Hardware We Have It." Phone 14
make a ruling, it will be necessary to was joking, to hand over the money nade to bloom like a rose.
hold a hearing upon the matters com- of the vault.
The Alhnnnprniip-Sant- u
F and ra.
plained of, as this Commission has no
Just Try a New Mexican "Want A turn, road race will be worth coming
authority under the law to make a
ruling in such maters ex parte. . . If you rnaX. oniek returns. '
vi see on juiy iu.
f
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certainly last a long time"
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